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Foreword 
 
 
Aspects are crosscutting concerns that exist throughout software development cycle – 
from requirements through to implementation. While crosscutting other concerns, 
aspects often exert broad influences on these concerns, e.g. by modifying their 
semantics, structure or behaviour. These dependencies between aspectual and non 
aspectual elements may lead to either desirable or (more often) unwanted and 
unexpected interactions.  

The goal of the workshop is to continue the wide discussion on dependencies and 
interactions between aspectual and non-aspectual elements, started at ADI 2006, thus 
investigating the lasting nature of such dependency links across all development 
activities:  

- starting from the early development stages (i.e. requirements, architecture, and 
design), looking into dependencies between requirements (e.g. positive or 
negative contributions between aspectual goals, etc.) and interactions caused 
by aspects (e.g. quality attributes) in requirements, architecture, and design;  

- analysing these dependencies and interactions both through modelling and 
formal analysis;  

- considering language design issues which help to handle such dependencies 
and interactions (e.g. 'dominates' mechanism of AspectJ), and, last, but not 
least  

- studying such interactions in applications. 
 
 
The ADI07 Organizing Committee, 
 
Frans Sanen, 
Ruzanna Chitchyan, 
Lodewijk Bergmans, 
Johan Fabry, 
Mario Sudholt, 
 
July 2007. 
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Keynote speech 
 
 
Title:  Concerning efficient reasoning in AspectJ-like languages 

By:  Gary T. Leavens 

 

Abstract:  

Advice in the dynamic aspect-oriented language AspectJ helps programmers 
modularize crosscutting concerns by allowing additions and changes to a 
program’s execution.  However, formal reasoning about the functional 
behavior of AspectJ code is inefficient, because there is no way to limit 
potential interference.  This leads to whole-program reasoning, despite the 
sparse nature of actual interference between advice and advice and base 
program code. 

After describing these problems, I will give an overview of various techniques 
proposed in the literature for solving them. Some annotations and static 
analysis can be helpful in allowing efficient reasoning, by identifying what 
advice is potentially relevant to a given property. In particular I discuss joint 
work with Clifton and Noble on concern domains, an effect analysis that uses 
annotations to efficiently identify potential interference. I discuss some 
situations in which such knowledge can lead to efficient combination of 
specifications in some situations. I also discuss future work on problems in 
weaving specifications. 
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Abstract 
When specifying system requirements, many 

interdependencies may exist. Requirements may conflict 
with one another and they may impact (change, enhance, 
or override) other requirements as well. In order to avoid 
the cost and schedule overheads, conflicts should be 
resolved as early as possible in the development process. 
A method of resolving such conflicts is by defining 
Derived Requirements (DRs), representing new or 
modified requirements that are inferred from other 
requirements.  

In this paper we present a method that helps both to 
identify Functional Requirements (FRs) that crosscut 
other FRs and to generate the derived or modified 
requirements. To identify crosscutting requirements, we 
match actions used by requirements and the system 
modes and states related to these requirements. Our 
method is based on the observation that, when the same 
action is used by two requirements it indicates that one of 
the requirements may crosscut the other. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
System and product requirements often contain 

crosscutting requirements, i.e., requirements which 
interact with each other.  Interacting requirements may 
conflict with one another and they may impact other 
requirements as well. Crosscutting between requirements 
usually mean that either existing requirements must be 
enhanced (changed), or new requirements must be 
written.  Crosscutting requirements influence the 
selection and definition of system requirements and 
eventually limit the various architectural choices. It is 
very important to be able to identify crosscutting 
requirements as soon as possible in the software 
development process and to handle them properly. 
Identifying and handling crosscutting requirements 
should include both functional-requirements and non-
functional ones. A rigorous analysis and understanding of 
crosscutting requirements and their interactions are 
essential to derive a balanced architecture. Ignoring 
interactions between crosscutting requirements results in 
incomplete understanding of specified requirements and, 
consequently, poorly informed architectural choices. 

A common resolution to the conflicts or interactions of 
crosscutting requirements is Derived Requirements 
(DRs).  These are requirements that we infer, or derive, 
from other user requirements.  They are the outcome of 
resolving interactions and conflicts between requirements.  
DRs may be either new requirements or changes 
(enhancements) to existing requirements.  Note that in the 
context of the paper, derived requirements are the result 
of two (or more) interacting requirements and not 
expanding and detailing a requirement. 

We propose a method that will enable the generation 
of textual derived requirements from stakeholders’ 
requirements.  It will mainly handle specific types of 
interactions between requirements, namely crosscutting 
Functional Requirements (FRs).  FRs can interact or have 
conflicts with other FRs. The consequence is that they 
may change, enhance, or override other requirements 
they crosscut.  For example, a requirement to “not open a 
window when the outside temperature is below 10 
degrees” may crosscut the requirement to “open the 
window in the morning”. The former requirement 
tentatively crosscuts all requirements related to the action 
“opening a window”, when the temperature decreases 
below 10 degrees.  The outcome of the analysis (for this 
interaction) should include a decision whether or not to 
open the window in the morning, when the temperature is 
below 10 degrees.   

 
We have adapted ideas from existing methods, 

especially from [Baniassad 04b, Rashid 03, Brito 03].  
We use actions as the primary means for identifying 
match-points between FRs, i.e., identifying crosscutting 
FRs and the requirements they crosscut. This is similar to 
[Baniassad 04b]. In the example above, “open window” is 
the action used by both requirements.  Note that using the 
same action by both requirements indicates that one of 
them may crosscut the other.   

We think it is important to take into account the 
actions directly used by a requirement and the actions 
they imply (trigger) or the actions implied by their use.  
That is, for a specific action Act used by a requirement, 
we  use: (a) the actions that are the consequence (result) 
of using Act, as implied actions, or (b) the actions that 
imply the use of Act.  Whether the implying actions or the 
implied actions are used depends on whether the 
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crosscutting requirement restricts the use of the action or 
eases other restrictions for its use. For example, assume 
the action “to refresh the room” requires the action “open 
the window”.  In this case, if the window should not be 
opened, then the implying action “refresh room” is also 
forbidden, i.e., the room could not be refreshed. 

We have noticed that the modes or states of the system 
(when an action is activated) also determine whether one 
FR crosses another.  For example, there may be different 
requirements for opening the window in the summer or in 
the winter.  In this case, requirements that are only 
relevant for the summer, when the system is in summer 
mode, usually do not crosscut requirements that are 
relevant only for the winter. 

In order to generate textual derived requirements from 
stakeholders’ requirements, we first identify match-points 
[Brito 03] between requirements. A match-point in 
requirements is a part of the requirements that identifies a 
tentative interaction between the requirements (e.g., a 
common action).  This is performed by identifying 
common actions that are used by the requirements 
(inspired by [Baniassad 04b]), and by identifying 
common system modes and states (when these actions are 
used). The textual derived requirements are then created 
based on the crosscutting requirements. This enables 
review and evaluation by the stakeholders, including non-
technical ones. 

 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section  2 

provides an overview of related work. Section  3 discusses 
the problem of generating derived requirements and 
outlines how we handle this issue. Finally, we conclude in 
Section 4. 

 
 
2. Related Work 

Aspect Oriented Software Development (AOSD) is a 
paradigm that supports modularization of software 
systems. It allows abstracting the behavior of a concern 
separately, thus avoiding concerns to crosscut 
components or tangling in individual components. This 
abstraction is merged into the system behavior 
specification, producing a working system for the 
specifications.  See [Filman 05] for an extensive overview 
of AOSD concepts and technologies.  

 
Aspect Oriented Requirements Engineering (AORE) 

complements existing requirements-engineering 
approaches by offering additional abstraction and 
composition mechanisms for systematically handling 
crosscutting, or aspectual, requirements. AORE methods 
include techniques for explicitly modeling aspects, or 
concerns, at the context of requirements specifications.  
These methods allow identifying concerns in 

requirements, identifying crosscutting aspects between 
requirements, evaluating the aspects, resolving conflicts 
caused by aspectual requirements, and more. An 
extensive review of AORE methods can be found in 
[Chitchyan 05, Araujo 05]. 

 
The Modularization and Composition of Aspectual 

Requirements method (described in [Rashid 03]), defines 
an AORE process model for resolving conflicts between 
requirements, and determining influence of the conflicts 
resolution later in architecture and design development 
stages.  The method is primarily useful for Non 
Functional Requirements (NFRs), such as: availability, 
security, response time, accuracy, reliability. We adopted 
the idea of analyzing the requirements in order to find out 
whether they are conflicting or whether a requirement 
enhances other ones, and how. 

 
The composition process for Aspect Oriented 

Requirements (AOR), described in [Brito 03], is a process 
for composing crosscut concerns with the concerns 
(requirements) they cut across.  The method is used 
primarily for NFRs (concerns), but it also includes 
techniques that are applicable for functional requirements.  
The process includes the following steps: 

(a) Identify concerns. 
(b) Identify candidate aspects. 
(c) Compose candidate-aspects with concerns. 
 
Theme and Theme/Doc are defined in [Baniassad 04a, 

Baniassad 04b]. The Theme/Doc method handles FRs, 
rather than mainly NFRs. This is in contrast to most of the 
other methods described earlier.  Theme is a method and 
set of tools developed for early identification of aspects in 
the software development lifecycle.  The theme notion 
represents a system feature.  Themes can be either base 
themes (which may share some behavior structure with 
other base themes), or crosscutting themes (aspects) 
which have a behavior that overlays the base themes 
functionality.  The Theme/Doc process includes creating 
a list of actions that are used by the system.   The actions 
are then used to identify crosscutting requirements, based 
on how these requirements use the actions.  We think that 
actions that are the result of (implied by) initiating other 
actions play an important role in the specification process. 
The system modes and states related to the FRs are also 
important to determine crosscutting requirements.  
Theme/Doc, however, does not take into account the 
implied actions and the states/modes related to the 
requirements. 
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3. Generating Derived Requirements 
 
One way to identify crosscutting FRs is according to 

the actions used by the requirements.  This approach is 
used in Theme/Doc [Baniassad 04b].  We will use the 
Push-to-Talk (PTT) mechanism found in cellular systems 
as an example.  The PTT mechanism is used to initiate 
calls to a pre-selected user or target number in walky-
talkies; a button, also called PTT, is used to initiate the 
call (using the Push-over-Cellular service).  As in walky-
talkies, these calls are half-duplex, and only one 
participant can transmit voice at a given time. 
For example, following are two functional requirements 
(with the crosscutting actions appearing in bold):  

 
R1 When PTT is pressed, the phone shall initiate voice 

transmission. 
R2 When another phone transmits, the phone shall not 

initiate voice transmission. 
 
Since both requirements are about transmission, one of 
them may crosscut the other.  When PTT is used to 
initiate a call , usually R2 crosscuts R1.  That is, a phone 
will not try to transmit if another phone already transmits.  
Therefore, the crosscutting resolution may be as follows 
(the E in R1(E) means enhanced): 
 

R1(E) When PTT is pressed, the phone shall initiate 
voice transmission, unless another phone 
transmits. 

 
Certain issues were identified in the way existing methods 
used actions to indicate tentative crosscutting of FRs: 
• Actions that are implied by the actions directly used 

by the requirements are not taken into account. 
• Crosscutting-modes and states are not considered. 
• Action-modifiers to restrictions are not considered. 
 
 
3.1 Implied Actions 

In many cases, the use of an action Act by a 
requirement implies the use of other actions by that 
requirement.  These are the actions which are the 
consequence of using Act.  For example, the action 
“Pressing the dial button on the phone” implies the use of 
the action “Transmitting voice”.  In addition, actions that 
imply the use of Act may also be relevant to the 
requirement.  For example, when analyzing a requirement 
about “Transmitting voice”, the action “Pressing the dial 
button” may also have to be considered. 

We have to decide which actions to consider: those 
that are implied by the action Act or those that imply the 
use of Act. This decision depends on whether the 
requirement restricts the use of Act or whether it eases 

restrictions for the use of Act. Restricting the use of Act 
means that all actions that imply its use should also be 
restricted.  Ease of restrictions for the use of Act means 
that all the actions that are implied by it should also be 
allowed. For example, a case where an action (transmit) is 
restricted and therefore an action that implies transmitting 
(initiate a call) is also restricted (the action and modes 
that refers to the crosscutting are in bold): 

 
 R3 When another phone transmits, the phone shall 

not initiate voice transmission. 
R4 When PTT is pressed, the phone shall initiate a 

call. 
 

In this case, since initiating a call requires the phone to 
transmit, a phone should not try to initiate a call if another 
phone is already transmitting: 
 

 R4(E) When PTT is pressed, the phone shall initiate a 
call, unless another phone transmits. 

 
In order to identify the implied and implying actions for a 
certain action Act, we use a list of all actions that are 
directly used by each action.  The list is defined manually, 
based on the previous knowledge and during initial 
analysis of the system requirements. 
 
To identify whether R3 or R4 crosscuts the other, we 
recursively analyze the list of actions implied by Initiate 
Call, as specified by the implied actions list, to check if 
the transition is a result of call initiation, as shown in 
 Figure 1.  Several threads of actions can imply the same 
action; e.g. both Power On and Initiate Call imply 
transmission.  Therefore, for example, not allowing 
transmission (Tx), means that full functionality of call 
initiation or powering off the MS are also restricted. 

 
Figure 1.  Implied Actions 

Idle 
Mode

Call State 
to Tx

Tx Voice

Tx 

Call Mode 

Power On

Register 

Initiate Call

Ask Tx 
Permission

Press 
PTT 

Registration 
Command 
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3.2 Crosscutting and Modes 
Modes (or states) of the different entities in the system 

are also important for determining whether requirements 
crosscut or not.  Some modes of a cellular phone are 
whether it is in a call or not, whether the user is dialing a 
number, whether the user reads SMS messages, etc. For 
example: 

 
R5 In Call mode, when another phone transmits, 

the phone shall not initiate voice transmission. 
R6 In Idle mode, when PTT is pressed, the phone 

shall initiate a call. 
 
Although both requirements imply the use of “transmit,” 
none of them crosscuts the other because the modes are 
orthogonal (mutually exclusive). However, R7 crosscuts 
R8, because both requirements are related to the same 
mode: 
 

R7 In Call mode, when PTT is pressed, the phone 
shall initiate voice transmission. 

R8 In Call mode, when another phone transmits, 
the phone shall not initiate voice transmission. 

 
In our method, we identify the modes (and states) of the 
different entities that each requirement is referring to.  
Normally, if two requirements relate to two different 
orthogonal (mutually exclusive) modes, then they do not 
crosscut.  Hence, even if two requirements use the same 
(implied) action, we still can assume that they do not have 
match-points (they do not crosscut) if their modes are 
orthogonal. 
 
 
3.3 Action Modifier 

Functional requirements usually crosscut when they 
restrict normal functionality or ease other restrictions.  
For example, R8 above crosscuts R7 because R8 
specifications restrict the functionality of R7. In the 
following requirements, the restriction is eased: 

 
R9 During a call, when another phone transmits, the 

phone shall not initiate voice transmission. 
R10 In Emergency mode during a call, the phone 

should always be allowed to initiate voice 
transmission. 

 
In this case, when the phone is in Emergency mode, R10 
crosscuts R9 and the restriction of R9 is eased by R10.  
 
Note that R9 does not refer to any specific mode, thus we 
consider it to be relevant to all modes, including both 

Normal and Emergency modes. Therefore R10, which 
explicitly refers to the Emergency mode, crosscuts R9. 
However, especially in systems with many kinds of 
modes, people tend not to explicitly mention in the 
requirements the mode they refer to, since otherwise the 
requirements would be very long and difficult to 
understand.  Rather, they consider an implicit default 
mode. In R9 this might be the Normal mode, for example. 
Then, of course, R10 does not crosscut R9. 
There is no way to know whether the requirements have 
implicit default-modes. Therefore we consider 
requirements that do not mention a specific mode as 
referring to all modes. 
For each action used by a requirement, we identify its 
action-modifiers, which specify restriction or ease of 
restriction for normal use of the action.  We distinguish 
between 3 action-modifiers:   
• Restrict: action is restricted or not allowed. 
• Unconditional: action is always allowed, even if it 

was restricted by other requirements (ease of 
restriction). 

• None: not specifically allowing or restricting actions 
in certain modes or states.  Usually, action with no 
action-modifier will not have influence on whether 
the FR is crosscutting or not.  

 
The information regarding action modifiers helps to 
decide whether two requirements crosscut each other.  If 
the use of an action is not restricted, or a restriction for its 
use is not eased, then the use of the action does not mean 
the requirements crosscut other requirements. 

Whether to consider the actions that are implied by an 
action, or to consider the actions that imply it, depends on 
the way action usage is restricted.  If a requirement 
restricts the use of action Act, then all actions that imply 
Act are also restricted.  For example (cf.  Figure 2), not 
allowing transmitting also means not allowing call-
initiation, but not allowing call-initiation does not mean 
not allowing transmitting.  

On the other hand, if a requirement eases the 
restrictions for using Act, or allows using it 
unconditionally, then all actions implied by Act are also 
allowed.  For example, permitting unconditional call-
initiation in Emergency mode also means unconditionally 
permission for transmitting in this mode.  Permitting 
unconditional transmission, however, does not mean 
unconditionally permitting call-initiation. 

An action-modifier is used therefore to decide the 
direction for identifying implied-actions (cf.  Figure 2).  If 
an action Act is restricted, then the actions that imply Act 
are also restricted.  If restrictions are eased 
(“Unconditional”), then restrictions for using the actions 
(implied by the action) are also eased. 
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Figure 2.  Implied Actions by Action Modifier 

 
3.4 Other Considerations 

We are evaluating additional attributes that can be 
used in the method we develop: 
• Entities and the actions they use (or entities used 

by actions).  A requirement may refer to an entity, 
i.e. a sub-system, a user of the system, etc.  In our 
cellular system example, the entities are the phone, 
the cellular system, and the phone user.  Similar to 
implied actions, the information about which actions 
are related to each entity is needed whenever an 
entity is being referenced to in a requirement.  
Recently we found that similar method is used also in 
RDL [Chitchyan 07]. 

• Requirements priority.  The resolution of 
crosscutting between requirements should depend on 
the priority of the requirements.  This approach is 
inspired by existing methods, such as [Baniassad 
04b, Rashid 03]. 

• Contribution and composition rules.  After 
identifying which requirements crosscut which 
requirements, the effect of the crosscutting should be 
evaluated.  Based on [Brito 03], we evaluate the use 
of two match-point attributes: contribution and 
composition-rules. 
o Contribution - indicates whether the function 

(that the crosscutting requirement defines): 
conflicts with the function for the requirement it 
cuts (“-”); adds to its functionality (“+”); or does 
not affect it (“None”). 

o Composition Rules - based on the relative 
priority between requirements and the nature of 
the crosscutting functionality, the crosscutting 
requirement can either Overlap Before/After, 
Override, or Wrap. 

 
4. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a method that helps to identify and 
to handle crosscutting functional requirements. 

Several enhancements are considered for the proposed 
method. We consider applying the method on a large test 
case. Then, based on the experience gained, we would 
like to tune the proposed method, thus making it more 
robust and easier to use. 

We intend to automate the process as much as 
possible.  We consider to include natural language 
processing to analyze the requirements (e.g. [Pantel 07], 
[Lin 07]) and to generate the derived requirements.  

RDL [Chitchyan 07], which was recently brought to 
our attention, deals with the problem of Aspect 
composition. We examine their techniques for future 
enhancements of our methodology (e.g., composition 
rules). Other relevant projects are Theme/Doc [Baniassad 
04b] and EA-Miner [Sampaio 2005]. 

As a starting point we consider to adapt two tools that 
we have developed for other purposes. The EasyCRC tool 
[Raman 07], which automates the processes of finding 
nouns and synonyms, as part of its activity, can be 
adapted to find actions and related actions in the 
requirements. The CodePsychologist [Nir 07] is used to 
assist the programmer to locate regression bugs in the 
source code. It uses some affinity evaluation algorithms, 
which we intend to use in our tool. 
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Abstract - Aspect interactions are not necessarily bad or 

undesirable. In fact, interactions may be specifically crafted in 
order to achieve a certain desired effect. However, if such 
interactions are not managed deliberately, erroneous 
behaviour will potentially arise. It should be possible to specify 
what kinds of interaction are to be expected and admissible. 
Aspect interaction management should be performed using 
information that describes the desired aspect’s properties with 
respect to interaction with other aspects. Automated 
validation mechanisms should ensure these properties always 
hold. Aspect interactions that do not conform to the 
specification should be detected and reported. 
In this work, we define novel concepts regarding aspect 
interaction management. These concepts will be integrated 
and implemented in existing tools as future work. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IMULTANEOUS composition of multiple aspects, has 
been shown to be, on occasions, the source of 

unintended behaviour. This is unfortunate because using 
such compositions is a natural way for implementing 
variable features [1, 2, 3]. Orthogonality between composed 
aspects may not be presumed in such cases: aspects may 
depend on one another for correct behaviour or, on the 
other hand, may prove to be mutually incompatible. 

Automated management of these interactions is desirable: 
ways should be created to specify interaction constraints 
and enforce them. Additionally, it is highly desirable that 
any new methods and tools should seamlessly integrate 
with existing tools, methods and legacy code. The methods 
we introduce can be implemented by simple 
retrocompatible language extensions to existing languages 
(e.g, the AspectJ extensions we propose) and minimal tool 
support for source code manipulation, as described later in 
this paper. 

We propose mechanisms that are amenable to automated 
interaction checks: aspect and advice cardinality; 
concurrency information; meta aspects. Some interaction 
problems will be detectable by static analysis, while others 
may require runtime analysis.  

This paper is structured as follows. Section II analyses 
some aspect interaction issues relevant to our work. Section 
III introduces the concepts of aspect and advice cardinality. 
Section IV explains concurrency management language 
extensions. Section V describes meta aspects. Section VI 
briefly discusses relevance for Software Product Line 

environments, and Section VII describes related work. 
Finally, Section VIII presents conclusions and points out 
directions for future work. 
 

II. ASPECT INTERACTIONS 

It is important to consider the diverse nature and causes of 
aspect interactions. We proceed by classifying them, and 
then discuss some fundamental causes of undesired 
interactions. We consider the importance of some factors 
that must be taken into account when trying to identify 
those automatically. 
 

A. Aspect Interaction Types 

In [4], Sanen et al. classify four different types of aspect 
interaction: mutual exclusion (e.g, different policies 
implemented through different aspects), dependency (i.e., 
proper function of aspect requires composition with another 
specific aspect), and reinforcement and conflict 
representing positive and nefarious semantic interactions 
between aspects, respectively.  

Although these categories allow a broad characterization 
of aspect interaction, we believe that other important issues 
must also be considered in order to successfully manage the 
interactions through automated procedures: intended 
applications, concurrent composition and aspect binding 
scoping. Specifically: 
• Intended application: The difference between 

reinforcement and conflict interactions is largely 
semantic, precluding the automation of interaction 
management unless ways are created to enable the 
intended behaviour to be deliberately (at least partially) 
expressed. The very same interaction can be beneficial 
or harmful depending on intended behaviour. For 
example, a logging aspect could become inactive in 
some situations if some other aspect is composed into 
the same core program. This could be the intended 
behaviour (reinforcement) or simply an error (conflict).  

• Concurrent composition: If multiple advices are 
executed at the same joinpoint, then concurrency issues 
must be dealt with. Application behaviour may be 
critically dependant on execution order. This situation 
should not be ignored.  

S 
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• Aspect binding scoping: Aspects are transversely 
applied to the code they advise. If that code is created 
by composition of multiple independently created 
features (layers, collaborations), as is the case in 
Software Product Lines (SPL) [5], increasing 
probability for problematic interactions will arise. If it 
is possible to explicitly control the scope of aspect 
weaving, or composition, then these issues can be 
successfully dealt with.  

 
The development of automated aspect interaction 

management mechanisms, tools and techniques that allow 
problematic interactions to be detected or corrected would 
be useful, particularly in the context of highly automated 
software composition. 
 

B. Sources of Negative Interactions 

We believe the following issues and difficulties may be, 
among others, a source of negative aspect interactions (such 
as conflicts and unresolved dependencies):  
• Unexpressed semantics: The developer has no way of 

specifying the intended invariant weaving properties of 
the advices, making it impossible to automatically 
detect any deviation from expected behaviour. 

• Pointcut obsolescence: Pointcuts are defined by 
expressing the desired behaviour with respect to 
(lexical and semantic) source code properties. While 
pointcut conditions may be correct in the original, 
restricted context, they may reveal themselves to be 
overly generic and thus cause undesired weaving when 
additional source code is composed or changed. This 
could be solved by using stricter pointcut scoping (i.e, 
by over specifying pointcut conditions more than 
would otherwise be necessary). However, this could be 
cumbersome and unwieldy in some cases, complicating 
source code management by creating unnecessarily 
strong dependencies between pointcut specification and 
advised code. Even though pointcut specialization may 
sometimes occur naturally during the course of normal 
development, a systematic way of achieving that goal 
will be helpful, particularly when considering systems 
with high variability and where automated processes 
for composing of multiple features are to be used.  

• Developer obliviousness: The aspect developer may 
be unfamiliar with the full bulk of the source to be 
advised and thus be oblivious to unintended 
interactions (not only with other aspects, buy also with 
the main code). Although current development 
environments may assist when developing monolithic 
applications, this is not so easily accomplished in SPL 
and similar contexts, because of the greater diversity of 
source code assets that are to be composed and 
integrated. 

 

III. ASPECT AND ADVICE CARDINALITY 

Aspect and advice cardinality can be used to represent the 
absolute and relative proportions of aspect use and advice 

weaving. Aspect cardinality is either a measure of the 
desired (expected) number of aspect bindings1 (0, 1 or 0..1; 
wildcards are not allowed nor required) to an application or 
information about aspect dependency and exclusion. 

Dependency interactions may be expressed by using a 1-
cardinality association between two aspects. Mutual 
exclusion may be represented by establishing a 0-
cardinality association between two aspects. 0..1 cardinality 
would represent the absence of dependency or exclusion. 

An example of a possible aspect cardinality model is 
shown in Fig. 1. All aspects are considered to be associated 
to “Application” with cardinality 0..1 unless otherwise 
represented. Different types of aspects and associations are 
represented: the “SingletonAspect” should be bound to the 
application; the “NormalAspect” may or may not be bound. 
The “DepedentAspect” requires “NormalAspect” to be 
bound to work correctly, while binding “ExclusiveAspect” 
should occur only in the absence of “NormalAspect” 
binding. “BadAspect” is erroneously specified, because its 
cardinality conditions cannot ever be satisfied 
simultaneously: it depends on “DependantAspect” and 
excludes binding of “NormalAspect”. Unfortunely, 
“DependantAspect” requires “NormalAspect” to function 
properly, so it is impossible to satisfy both the dependencies 
of “DependentAspect” and the exclusions of “BadAspect” 
simultaneously. This situation could be detected at compile-
time and an error should be reported.  

An example of specification of aspect cardinality using a 
simple language extension to AspectJ 2 is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

Application

«aspect»
SingletonAspect

1

bindsTo

«aspect»
NormalAspect

bindsTo

0..1

«aspect»
DependentAspect

dependsdepends

1

«aspect»
ExclusiveAspect

0

excludes
excludes

«aspect»
BadAspect

0

1

depends
depends

excludesexcludes

bindsTo

1

 
Fig. 1.  Example of aspect cardinality model 

 
Advice cardinality represents a concept similar to aspect 

cardinality. Whereas aspect cardinality represents the 
absolute and relative number of aspect bindings to code, 
advice cardinality represents the expected number of advice 
weavings per aspect binding or intra-advice weaving 
proportions. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the idea with a visual model with the 
following meaning: “Advice1” of “SampleAspect” should 

                                                 
1 An aspect is bound if at least one of its advices is woven into code.  
2 Although we propose a language extension to represent the relations and 
cardinalities, these could also be represented in a model separated from the 
source code, if further work finds this advantageous. The core principles 
remain the same in any case.  
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always be woven exactly once if “SampleAspect” is bound. 
“Advice 2” can be optionally woven if and only if “Advice 
1” is also woven (this is a redundant association, as 
“Advice 1” should always be bound at least once anyway). 

“Advice 3” is optional but mutually exclusive with 
“Advice 1” of “OtherAspect”. A source code example is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

 
//single binding – aspect should  
//be bound exactly once to code 
public aspect SingletonAspect { //.. 
  }:1;  
 
//normal binding 
public aspect NormalAspect { //.. 
  }:0..1;  
 
// Normal Aspect should be bound if  
// Dependent aspect is bound 
public aspect DependentAspect{ //… 
}:NormalAspect(1);  
 
//incompatible with NormalAspect 
public aspect ExclusiveAspect{ //… 
}:NormalAspect(0); 
 
//Impossible to satisfy: erroneous 
//interaction detectable at compile-time 
public aspect BadAspect{ //.. 
}:1,DependentAspect(1),NormalAspect(0) 
 

Fig. 2 – Aspect cardinality source code example 

 
 

 
Fig. 3 - Example of Advice Cardinality Model 

 
Fig. 4 shows a possible representation of advice cardinality 
using an AspectJ extension. 

The information provided by cardinality associations can 
be subjected to automated checks, either at compile-time (if 
advice is woven statically) or runtime (if advice is woven 
dynamically). These checks can detect and report a broad 
range of deviations from intended behaviour. 

For example, consider the code in Fig. 5: adding an 
additional set* member to class Foo would trigger a 
compile time error or warning, letting the user know that an 
advice was not being used as intended, since an advice that 
is specified as having cardinality 1 would be woven twice. 
 

public aspect sampleAspect { 
//pointcuts 
 
//ADVICE1 should be woven once if aspect is bound 
after() returning : pointcut1(){  
 //.... 
  } ADVICE1:1 
 
// ADVICE2 can be woven zero or multiple times, 
// but depends on one or more weavings  
// of ADVICE1 
after() returning : pointcut2() {  
  }ADVICE2:*,ADVICE1(1..*) 
 
// Incompatible with aspect  
// OtherAspect::ADVICE1; 
after() returning : pointcut3() {  
  }ADVICE3:OtherAspect::ADVICE1(0) 
 

Fig. 4 – Advice cardinality source code example 

 
If compile-time evaluation proves difficult or impossible 

(e.g, with cflow dependent pointcuts), run-time checks 
could be enforced and appropriate exceptions thrown 
whenever a cardinality mismatch would happen. A warning 
should be issued, however, stating clearly that a compile 
time cardinality validation was impossible, letting the user 
know runtime exceptions can potentially be thrown. 
 
public class Foo { 
  void setX(int v) { 
 //.. 
  } 
} 
 
public aspect sampleAspect { 
pointcut anyMethod() : execution(* *(*)); 
pointcut setMethod() :  
execution(* set*(*)); 
after() returning : setMethod(){  
//Developer expects this advice to be  
//woven a single pointcut 
//.... 
  }SINGLEADVICE:1  
after() returning : anyMethod() {  
// multiple cardinality (*) assumed here 
}MULTIPLEADVICE 
  } 

Fig. 5 – Aspect cardinality check example 

 

IV. CONCURRENCY ISSUES 

It is the developer’s responsibility to ensure multiple 
weavings at the same joinpoint should behave coherently 
when using the applicable execution order. The developer 
should be able to express his conviction that the advice 
behaviour is consistent in such a situation. The syntax 
proposed in Fig. 6 can be used to such effect. 
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public aspect sampleAspect { 
//pointcuts 
 
//unsafe concurrency 
after() returning : pointcut1() single{ /* … */ } 
//safe concurrency with any  
//advice 
after() returning : pointcut2() multi(*){ /* … */ 
}:ADV1; 
//safe concurrency with advice ADV1 and ADV2 
after() returning : pointcut3() multi(ADV1,ADV2){ 
/* … */ }; 
  } 

Fig. 6 – Concurrency information source code 

 
Again, simple compile-time or runtime checks should be 

able to detect potentially troublesome situations. We do not 
propose this to represent complex concurrency interactions, 
like situations where execution order matters for 
determining acceptability. Instead, this should be viewed as 
a mechanism that is made available to allow the developer 
to explicitly state that concurrency issues have been 
properly analysed and considered. This concept is similar to 
“aspect independence” as defined in [6]. A situation where 
order of execution is relevant is clearly not concurrency-
safe, and should be labelled as such. The developer should 
try to make arrangements that transform an order-dependent 
code into order-independent code before defining an aspect 
as safe for concurrency. 

Using cardinality and concurrency information in this 
way allows the desired effect of the advice to be better 
expressed, directly addressing the concern of semantics 
expression and enabling the detection of problems caused 
by pointcut obsolescence and obliviousness outlined above. 
Dependencies and mutual exclusions can be easily 
represented and checked for. 

Nevertheless, although these problems can be successfully 
detected, explicit cardinality representation is of little help 
if the required information is unavailable or unknown. 
Automated checks can be applied only when cardinality is 
defined. Developers may have difficulty arbitrating such a 
specification, either because the semantics of the problem 
make it uncertain, or because they do not know how to 
correctly estimate it. To address these concerns, we propose 
the concept of meta aspects, described in the following 
section. 
 

V. META ASPECTS 

Meta-aspects are generic, abstract specifications of 
concrete (non-meta) aspects. Concrete aspects that 
instantiate a meta aspect are usually (but not necessarily) 
derived automatically. We will refer to the development 
time where such derivation is automatically performed as 
concretization time. Concretization time can occur at any 
time prior to compilation. Multiple, disjoint derivations 
may exist, making it possible to define several 
concretization-times for the same project. For example, 
when composing a software product line application, 
concretization can occur after each asset is composed but 
before final compilation takes place. 

Meta aspects are defined in pretty much the same way 
standard aspects are. A simple reserved keyword can be 
enough to declare any aspect as being a meta-aspect (see 
Fig. 7). 

Any homonymous (standard) aspect is to be considered to 
be the concretization of a meta aspect, irrespective of 
dissimilarities in the actual advices and pointcuts.  
 
//before concretization 
public class Foo { 
  void setX(int v) { /* … */ } 
  void setY(int v) { /* … */ } 
} 
 
public meta aspect sampleAspect { 
pointcut anyMethod() : execution(* *(*)); 
after() returning : anyMethod(){ /* … */ } 
}:1 

Fig. 7 - Meta aspect source code 

 
Concretization can be requested at any time the user 

wishes so during development, and should always take 
place at least once just before compilation. During 
concretization-time, the process described in Fig. 8 takes 
place. 

 
For all meta aspects without concretizations: 
 -  For all pointcuts that would be woven by advice in the meta 

aspect: 
 - Determine a pointcut expression  with narrowest scope 

possible that resolves to the same pointcut. 
 - Add the advice to the concretization using the narrow 

pointcuts just determined. This advice’s cardinality should 
be set to 1. 

Fig. 8 – Concretization Algorithm 

   
That is, an advice is generated that will be functionally 

identical to the direct application of the meta aspect, but all 
generic pointcut definitions will be instantiated into 
specific, narrow-scoped expressions. An example is shown 
in Fig. 9.  

Weaving is determined and frozen at concretization-time. 
Further code additions (for example, from structural 
aspects) will not be affected by previously defined meta-
aspects and their concretizations. In Fig. 10, a new member 
is added to a class. If, instead, the meta aspect was a regular 
aspect, it would affect this new member as well. However, 
since the meta aspect concretization took place before this 
member was added, no such effect will occur.  

The developer can inspect the concretization to discover 
all weavings of the advice. If unintended weaving is found, 
that is easily corrected by removing the corresponding 
advices from the concretization. 

Runtime weaving is still very much a possibility. 
Concretization simply refines the joinpoints specifications; 
it does not rely on any specific weaving mechanism. 
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//after concretization 
public class Foo { 
  void setX(int v) { /* … */ } 
  void setY(int v) { /* … */ } 
 
}; 
 
public meta aspect sampleAspect { 
pointcut anyMethod() : execution(* *(*)); 
after() returning : anyMethod() single{ /* … */ } 
}:1; 
 
//concretization of meta aspect 
public aspect sampleAspect { 
pointcut meta1():  
execution( void Foo::setX(int))|| 
execution( void Foo::setY(int)); 
after() returning : meta1(){ /* … */ }:1 
}:1; 

Fig. 9 – Code after concretization 

 
Meta aspects offer certain advantages: 

• Weavings are made explicit in source code, when 
possible. This allows developers to find out erroneous 
situations by inspection of the meta aspects’ 
concretizations. 

• If unintended weavings actually do occur, solving the 
problem can be as simple as deleting the corresponding 
advice before compiling the aspect concretization (the 
core code will not need to be recompiled if runtime 
weaving is used). No further steps will be required. 
This is only possible because during concretization 
time, pre-existing concretizations for all meta aspects 
are preserved. If reconcretization is desired for a 
specific aspect, that can be accomplished by erasing all 
pre-existing concretizations. Tool support should make 
this a simple process. However, event though this may 
be a convenient feature for a “quick-fix”, it should be 
noted that we do not advocate that maintenance should 
be generally conducted at concretization-level, as this 
could quickly turn burdensome and unwieldy due to 
the large number of concretizations. These fixes should 
be factored into the meta-aspect definition, in order to 
create a more maintainable and manageable source. 

• Weaving is bound to the current source code at 
concretization-time, and no unexpected interactions 
with future source code and changes to the existing 
source will probably arise or go by undetected. The 
strict weaving conditions should preclude spurious 
undesired weaving, and automated cardinality checks 
should be able to detect any such situation in the (very) 
unlikely event it does happen. These techniques 
address the problem in different, complementary 
angles: by using stricter weaving alone, undesired 
weaving should be prevented in most situations, but 
some problems could still manifest, especially in 
situations where static validation of interactions is not 
possible. By combining stricter weaving with runtime 
checks made possible by cardinality information, 
enhanced protection from undesirable interactions is 
gained. Cardinality checks also offer a measure of 
protection against loss of weaving because of changes 
to the source after concretization time. For example, 

because cardinality is enforced, if the advice is not 
woven (i.e, its effective cardinality is 0), then an error 
should be reported. This is, however, limited to 
compile-time cardinality checks 

• The developer has the option to ensure that advice will 
only affect source code that is available at 
concretization-time. Additional source code modules 
that are added or developed afterwards will not be 
affected in any way.  

• Meta aspects allow tight coupling of advice to specific 
join points (which enables automated testing 
procedures to be employed) while allowing the 
developer to specify those by using simpler, generic 
and easily manageable pointcut expressions in the meta 
aspect.  

• The aspect developer does not need to be overly 
familiar with the code s/he is advising, because 
unintended weavings will be readily shown on the 
concretization and can easily be removed. 

 
//new class Bar added 
 
public class Bar{ 
void f(){ /* … */ } // advice will *not* be woven 
into new member. 
}; 
 
public class Foo { 
  void setX(int v) { /* … */ } 
  void setY(int v) { /* … */ } 
 
}; 
 
public meta aspect sampleAspect { 
pointcut anyMethod() : execution(* *(*)); 
after() returning : anyMethod(){ /* … */ } 
 
//concretization of meta aspect 
public aspect sampleAspect { 
pointcut meta1(): execution( void Foo::setX(int)); 
pointcut meta2(): execution( void Foo::setY(int)); 
after() returning : meta1(){ /* … */ }:1 
after() returning : meta2(){ /* … */ }:1 
} 

Fig. 10 – Concretization unaffected by newly added code 

 

VI. APPLICATION TO SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINES 

Software product lines’ members are built by configuring 
and composing different software features. Feature 
interactions are analyzed with respect to feature 
dependencies and composition order. Meta aspects will help 
this process by making sure no unwanted interaction exists 
between an (meta) aspect that is specified in a previously 
composed module.  

If meta aspects are used for implementing features, then 
every time one feature is composed, concretization should 
be performed. This allows composition to be considered 
and analysed only with regard to the current core code. No 
feature that is composed later should be affected. This will 
allow us to consider aspects as representing changes to 
previously composed features, in accordance to the 
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interpretation of the role of aspects in feature composition 
described in [7]. 

VII. RELATED WORK 

Other approaches to deal with interactions have been 
described in the literature. These address the problem at 
different stages, from requirements down to 
implementation. Our work positions itself closer to 
implementation time. We are concerned with providing the 
appropriate mechanisms for enforcing restrictions and 
dependencies that are identified and created in earlier 
development stages. 

In [8], ongoing work is being developed where 
conflicting aspects at join or composition-points are 
analysed with respect to the dominant concern. The relative 
importance of concerns is appraised with respect to 
requirement analysis, using multicriteria analysis, and this 
information is used to resolve the conflict. In [9], 
composition order and rules are determined from the 
analysis of relevant concerns and scenarios. Shaker and 
Peters [10] describe a statechart weaving language for 
specifying and later verifying the weaving into an UML 
model at design stage.  

In [11], Pawlak et al. describe a custom language that 
allows the automatic resolution and detection of around-
advice issues. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Our proposal enables the developer to specify, inspect and 
manipulate aspect weaving and dependencies in a more 
intentional way. It should allow automated runtime or 
compile time detection of a large number of undesired 
interactions. This is of special interest in the context of 
software product lines, given the importance of automated 
procedures in this context. Also, when using meta aspects, 
better modularization of weaving across the whole 
application is achieved, because of partial separation of 
weaving time from compile time. 
Further research should be conducted on interactions 
between meta aspects themselves. If problems are revealed, 

further analysis should let us know in what way cardinality 
models could be used to control those interactions. 
Our proposal should be implemented in freely available 
open source aspect-oriented tools. Experimental studies 
should then be conducted in order to evaluate its 
effectiveness. Input from requirement analysis may 
eventually be used to automatically derive cardinality 
associations between aspects.  
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Abstract— Middleware platforms typically provide a series of 

services that must be composed and configured according to the 
target run-time environment. Often, interactions occur between 
these services that can cause run-time errors when these services 
conflict or dependencies are not fulfilled. This paper aims to 
manage these interaction issues in an Aspect-Oriented 
middleware platform by allowing interaction contracts between 
services to be specified which then are enforced at run-time. Our 
approach was validated by applying it to a series of interaction 
issues that were discovered when implementing middleware 
services in our prototype Aspect-Oriented middleware platform - 
custAOMWare. 
 

Index Terms— Middleware, aspect components, interactions, 
contracts. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HEN composing middleware services (e.g. transaction, 
security, persistence etc. services), interactions often 

arise between these services, causing a variety of issues that 
need resolving. It is important that the services are correctly 
configured for the target run-time environment and that all 
services are compatible (i.e. no conflicts occur and all 
dependencies are fulfilled). Similar constraints also occur 
when composing aspects, in that aspects can conflict and also 
have dependencies that need to be met [1]. The purpose of this 
paper is to investigate and propose a solution to manage such 
interaction issues in the context of an Aspect-Oriented (AO) 
middleware platform. 

AO techniques have been applied to a variety of 
middleware platforms to aid the composition of middleware 
services and resolve some of the issues raised as the result of 
interactions [2-5]. However, this body of work does not go far 
enough in explicitly specifying the conflicts and dependencies 
that occur in AO middleware and AO in general [1]. Allowing 
the explicit specification of conflicts and dependencies is the 
first step towards managing and dealing with such interaction 
issues.  

In the context of this work, middleware services are 
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implemented using a series of aspects and components, with 
the services composed together using aspects. As such, 
interactions between services can be resolved by manipulating 
the aspects’ composition.  

Initially, this work will focus on two broad categories of 
aspect interactions [6]: conflicts and dependencies. A conflict 
(a negative interaction) between two aspects occurs when the 
data/behavior added by one aspect is incompatible with 
another and should be prevented. Conversely, a dependency (a 
requires relationship) between two aspects occurs when one 
aspect provides data or functionality that is needed by a 
second aspect to operate correctly. Further sub-sets of these 
relationship types are detailed in Section 2. 

Conflicts and dependencies can occur at a variety of points 
within the target system. Typically, interactions occur on some 
shared element such as a joinpoint, component instance, 
component type or meta-data item (we assume that aspects 
provide and consume shared meta-data). However, a set of 
aspects could interact without sharing a common element 
(apart from the base-application). For example, a security 
aspect could increase resource usage resulting in an aspect 
with real-time constraints to miss deadlines. It is vital that any 
conflicts and dependencies are specified with the correct 
scope (i.e. in terms of shared elements if they exist) to ensure 
that only valid conflicts and dependencies are enforced. 

The solution presented in this paper includes a component 
model that supports a well-defined interaction model. This 
interaction model supports a variety of relationships 
including: conflicting elements, required elements, precedence 
between elements and resolution elements. These relationships 
are specified using interaction contracts which are evaluated 
at run-time to ensure conflicts do not occur and dependencies 
are fulfilled. This solution is validated using a prototype AO 
middleware platform. Explicitly specifying these contracts 
improves the management and control of such interactions. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 
Section 2 details the core concepts used in our approach. 
Section 3 provides an overview of the run-time elements that 
support the concepts in Section 2. Section 4 then applies the 
approach to a case-study. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 conclude 
this paper by discussing related work and summarizing its 
findings. 

II. APPROACH: CORE CONCEPTS 
This section describes the core concepts used to manage the 

issues outlined in Section 1. First, we give a brief overview of 
the AO-component model on which the middleware services 
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are built. 

A. AO Component Model 
Middleware platforms often employ component-based 

solutions as components can be independently deployed and 
composed without modification, according to a particular 
composition style [7]. This enables middleware platforms to 
be easily configured and customized [8]. Furthermore, an AO 
composition style can be applied and so add further benefits to 
traditional component models and allow crosscutting concerns 
to be encapsulated. In our approach, this introduces the notion 
of Aspect-Components (ACs), which are regular components 
playing the role of aspects; as such, both components and ACs 
must conform to the structure illustrated in Figure 1. 

Capsule

<<interface>>
Provided Interface

<<interface>>
Required Interface

Binding

<<interface>>
Required

<<interface>>
Provided

ComponentComponent

Kernel

<<interface>>
Kernel API

 
Figure 1 The component model. 

A capsule is used to encapsulate all other elements 
including component types that can be dynamically 
instantiated to create component instances (henceforth 
components). Components interact using interfaces and 
bindings. These bindings (which themselves are components) 
bind a required interface to a  provided interface.  

AO functionality is built on top of this component model by 
providing AO extensions. A specialized AOBinding can be 
used to implement AO functionality such as managing and 
executing advice-chains (i.e. a sequence of advice attached to 
a joinpoint). ACs can then be added to these bindings to 
weave advice to the correct joinpoints dynamically. 

In addition to this, an AOLoader component is used to 
process AO-composition XML specifications. These AO-
compositions ensure that ACs are correctly composed with the 
base application, and separate the binding between the ACs 
and components to promote reuse. Each AO-composition 
consists of one pointcut to define where the ACs should be 
applied, and one (or more) advice definitions. These 
definitions include the component type, interface and 
operation to identify the advice. The AOBinder then 
instantiates the AOBindings according to this specification. 

B. Aspect Component Kernel 
The underlying kernel that supports the component model 

described in section 2.A provides an API that implements a 
series of operations (Load, CreateInstance, Bind, etc.) to 
instantiate the component model at run-time. Importantly for 
this paper, the kernel also provides two operations  that are 
used to retrieve and associate meta-data (in the form of name-
value pairs) from all elements that contribute to the 

component model (see Figure 1). These operations are called 
GetMetaData and PutMetaData respectively. 

C. Interaction Model 
As outlined in Section 1 aspects can interact at a variety of 

locations. Our interaction model is based on shared elements 
(i.e. aspects share a common joinpoint, component 
instance/type or base-application), or shared meta-data 
attached to component model elements. This model is 
appropriate to resolve AO conflicts due to the way aspects are 
composed and interact: aspects are composed by location, and 
interact via shared meta-data. In terms of location- or aspect-
based interactions, four different categories can occur: 

• Conflict (negative interaction) – one aspect requires the 
absence of another aspect to function correctly. 

• Requires (dependency) – one aspect requires the presence 
of another aspect to function correctly. 

• Precedence (ordered dependency) – the aspects applied 
to a common element must be executed in a certain order 
to function correctly. 

• Resolution (conditionally required) – a set of 
incompatible aspects may require the presence of a 
resolution aspect to enable them to co-exist. 

Work implementing a reusable transaction framework [1] 
has also identified comparable aspect relationships that need 
resolving and so validates these interaction categories. Similar 
relationships also exist in terms of the meta-data an aspect 
requires to be present/absent. The interaction model requires 
the aspect to explicitly specify the following: 

• Provides Meta-Data – the meta-data the aspect adds to 
the meta-data infrastructure; note that this relationship is 
not applicable in terms of aspects as the AO-composition 
inherently defines the provided aspects.  

• Conflicting Meta-Data – the meta-data that cannot be 
added together on a common element. 

• Requires Meta-Data – the meta-data the aspect 
pulls/requires from the meta-data infrastructure. 

The proposed contract model (see Section 3) enables each 
of these conflicts and dependencies to be explicitly specified. 
To offer a consistent mechanism for specifying both aspect 
and meta-data based contracts, aspect composition is mapped 
to a meta-data infrastructure. This involves adding meta-data 
to each of the advised elements. From this the necessary 
contracts can be specified in terms of the meta-data 
representing the presence of ACs or the meta-data that is 
required. For example, if an aspect invokes Get/PutMetaData, 
it must explicitly define the meta-data it pulls or adds to 
enable the contracts to be assessed (Section 3.B). As the 
aspect composition is also represented using meta-data, it too 
requires meta-data to be added to the advised elements to 
announce the presence of these ACs. 

III. FLAOX ASPECT COMPONENT KERNEL 
This section provides an overview of the kernel run-time 

prototype that has been implemented (called flAOx) and how it 
supports the contract model detailed in Section 2. 
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A. Kernel Prototype 
A prototype of the kernel to support the component model 

described in Section 2 has been created using C# on .NET 2.0. 
At the core of this prototype is the IComponentInstanceImpl 
abstract class which implements the IComponentInstance 
interface. All components (including the kernel) must extend 
this abstract class. ACs must extend the IAdviceInstanceImpl 
abstract class (which implements the IAdviceInstance 
interface) and provides the proceed() operation. Both extend 
IComponentsInstance and IComponentInstanceImpl 
respectively allowing ACs to be treated as regular 
components. 

The implementation of AOBindings is based on .NET 
dynamic proxies: which extends RealProxy, and implements 
IAdviceInstance to comply with the component model. 

flAOx provides dynamic composition that allows both 
regular components and ACs to be composed at run-time. This 
has consequences on the contract assessment procedures as 
the structure of the composed components can be altered at 
run-time and so contracts can also be broken at run-time. As a 
result of this, it is necessary for any contract enforcement 
procedure to be executed at run-time. 

B. Basic Aspect Interaction Contracts 
Two different views of the contract specifications are 

provided in flAOx: the contracts can be listed separately in the 
AO-composition specification mentioned in Section 2.A (as 
XML) or can be specified as annotations (in the form of .NET 
attributes) within the actual AC implementation they relate to. 
However, the underlying behavior of the contract enforcement 
of these two views is identical. For the remainder of the paper, 
the annotation format is used. 

Requires Contracts. This type of contract is used to specify 
either the meta-data or other ACs that must be present for a 
particular AC to operate correctly. This contract is used to 
ensure that all dependencies of the AC are met prior to its 
execution. The scope – i.e. the shared element where the AC 
expects the required entity (i.e. meta-data or AC) to be found 
– must also be specified. Scopes include: capsules, component 
types, instances, invocations (joinpoints), threads and global. 
The following code illustrates how this contract should be 
used: 

ComponentInstance ins= Kernel.getInstance(“advised id”); 
 String name= ins.getMetaData(“User”); 
This extracts the User meta-data from the instance this AC is 
advising. This requires the following contract to be specified 
to explicitly state that the User meta-data is expected to be 
found on the advised instance: 
 requires(instance[“User”]) 
The same contract construct and scoping types are also used to 
specify the other ACs that are required: 
 requires(type[“Aspect-Component B”]) 
This contract defines that Aspect-Component B must be 
woven to the same type as this AC. By externally specifying 
this contract, dependencies between ACs are removed and so 
lower their coupling which in turn increases reuse. Without 
these contracts, the ACs would have to check the current 

configuration to ensure the necessary meta-data or aspects 
were present. 

Provides Contracts. In order for the requires contracts to be 
successfully evaluated, the meta-data and ACs provided to the 
component infrastructure also need to be specified. Each AC 
must specify the meta-data it adds and the scope to identify 
the element which the meta-data is added to. For example, to 
satisfy the earlier required contract, an AC must add meta-data 
to a component instance using the following code:  
 ComponentInstance ins= Kernel.getInstance(“advised id”); 
 ins.putMetaData(“User”,”Name”); 
This operation has to be externally specified in a provides 
contract to fulfill the requires contract; this will ensure that 
when the contracts are verified no violations occur: 
 provides(instance[“User”]) 
As ACs could also be required to fulfill a certain dependency, 
they also need provides contracts to be added. However, this 
information is already implicit in the AO-composition. Instead 
of explicitly specifying these provides contracts for ACs and 
so introducing duplicate information, the provides contracts 
are added to the component elements automatically. Contracts 
are added to the advised elements to identify each AC 
composed with them.  

The scoping mechanism used above does not explicitly 
specify the instance which the meta-data is added to. This is to 
allow generic contracts to be specified where the ACs must 
share the scoping element (i.e. the ACs must be applied to the 
same capsule, component type, instance, joinpoint or thread). 
Future work is planned to allow named scoping elements to be 
defined (e.g. name a component instance where an AC is 
required). This will allow interactions between disjoint ACs 
with no element in common to be specified. 

C. Advanced Aspect Interaction Contracts 
In addition to these basic requires and provides contracts 

other more complex contracts must also be supported to 
implement the interaction model described in Section 2.B.  

Conflict Contracts. Both aspect- and meta-data-based 
interactions require contracts to be specified which define sets 
of elements that conflict. This necessitates a contract construct 
that allows all the ACs or meta-data that should be absent 
from the specified scope to be identified. This is achieved via 
the conflict contract type. For example, if the developer 
wishes to specify that Aspect-Component B should not be 
applied within the same thread as Aspect-Component A, the 
following contract can be specified in the context of Aspect-
Component A (i.e. within its AO-composition or 
implementation): 
 conflict (thread[“Aspect-Component B”]) 
In this case, Aspect-Component A is only executed when it is 
woven in different threads to Aspect-Component B. As 
Aspect-Component A specifies the contract, it is this AC that 
is not executed. However, if both ACs specify equivalent 
contracts then neither will be executed. 

Precedence Contracts. When requires contracts are 
specified, there is an implicit temporal ordering associated 
with these contracts. Required aspects/meta-data should be 
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executed/added before they are required by other aspects. 
However, in some cases an aspect may not explicitly require 
the presence of another aspect/meta-data to operate correctly; 
instead interaction issues could arise through the incorrect 
ordering of other aspects. As a result, it is necessary to allow 
the desired aspect execution order to be defined separately 
which does not place a dependency on the presence of an 
aspect. 
 precedence(type[“Aspect-Component A, Aspect-Component 
B, Aspect-Component C”]) 
 The ordering is specified using a comma-separated list with 
the scoping used to define the elements where the ordering is 
applicable. For example, if the scope is specified as type, the 
set of ACs specified (or a sub-set of the ACs if only a partial 
set of them are woven) are ordered when they are applied to a 
common type. 

Resolution Contracts. Finally, the resolution or 
conditionally required contracts have to be specified in order 
to allow aspects to be added based on the current 
configuration of the base application. Note that resolution 
contracts only define the conditions under which the 
resolution aspect(s) are required. When these conditions occur 
the relevant AC is activatedbased on its AO-composition 
specification. The following contract specifies such conditions 
for Aspect-Component A: 

resolve(instance[“Aspect-Component B”] AND 
instance[“Aspect-Component C”]) 
The above contract specifies that Aspect-Component A should 
only be applied when Aspect-Component B and Aspect-
Component C are applied to the same component instance. 
When these conditions occur, Aspect-Component A will be 
executed based on its AO-composition specification. 

The resolution contract listed above also demonstrates 
another feature of the contract specification, logical operators 
can be used to combine conditions and also list alternatives. 
Logical operators can be used with any contract type to 
combine contracts. For example, to state that Aspect-
Component A conflicts with either Aspect-Component B or 
Aspect-Component C, the following contract can be specified: 
 conflict(thread[“Aspect-Component B”] OR 
thread[“Aspect-Component C”]) 

D. Contract Enforcement 
Before the contracts are enforced, provides contracts must 

be added to the advised elements to announce the presence of 
each AC. This is achieved using the meta-data operations 
provided by the kernel. Rather than relying on each AC to 
perform this, the AOLoader is responsible for attaching the 
relevant meta-data to the advised elements.  

To validate the contract at run-time, some system-wide 
element is needed. This element is clearly a crosscutting 
concern and so is implemented as an AC. The 
ContractEnforcement AC is added to all advice-chains and is 
given a high priority so it is executed first in the chain 
ensuring that it assesses each contract before any other AC is 
executed. The ContractEnforcement AC is then responsible 

for querying each contract specification of all subsequent ACs 
in the advice-chain. If any contract violations are detected, the 
ContractEnforcement AC is responsible for either 
manipulating the advice-chain accordingly or issuing error 
messages notifying the developer of the contract violation and 
preventing the execution of the affected ACs. To avoid 
reassessing the contracts each time an advice-chain is 
encountered, the outcome of the contract assessments are 
cached, and only when changes to the advice-chain 
configuration are made is the cache entry expunged. 

Under certain circumstances it may be undesirable to assess 
the contracts at run-time due to the performance penalty 
imposed. However, in systems where dynamic weaving of 
aspects is supported it is also necessary to perform the 
contract enforcement dynamically. This is to ensure that all 
context information is taken into account due to the possibility 
of configuration changes occurring after the system has 
started. 

IV. VALIDATION IN CUSTAOMWARE 
As outlined in Section 1, interaction issues can occur when 

composing and configuring middleware services. This section 
details some of these issues and describes how the interaction 
contract model outlined in Section 3 can be used to 
resolve/prevent these issues. 

This work has involved the creation of an AO middleware 
platform called custAOMWare which is based on the flAOx 
aspect component model. A number of common middleware 
services were implemented for this middleware platform 
including: distribution; persistence; and security 
(authentication and authorization). When implementing these 
services, limitations with regard to the flexibility and 
customizability were encountered due to certain relationships 
having to be hard-coded within the services to ensure other 
necessary services were correctly composed and also to 
prevent undesirable interactions. The following sections detail 
how the contracts were applied to the issues encountered. 

A. Requires (Dependency) 
The Security service implemented for custAOMWare 

involved two sub-services: authentication and authorization. 
For the authorization service to operate correctly it requires 
meta-data to be attached to the advised invocation: the identity 
of the current subject; and the subject’s access credentials. 
This meta-data is provided by the authentication service. 
However, the requires contract should not be defined in terms 
of the authentication AC but instead in terms of the actual 
required meta-data as in future configurations the meta-data 
could be provided by a different service. The necessary 
contract for this service: 

requires(invocation[“ID”] AND invocation 
[“credentials”]) 
Similarly, the authentication service needs to explicitly define 
the meta-data it provides: 

provides(invocation[“ID”] AND invocation 
[“credentials”]) 
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With both of these contracts specified, the 
ContractEnforcement AC will be executed prior to the 
authorization service and will ensure that the necessary meta-
data will be attached to the invocation. Previously, the check 
would have had to be made by the authorization service itself, 
with the dependency towards the identity and access 
credentials meta-data not being explicit.  

B. Conflict (Negative Interaction) 
In some composition scenarios, it was discovered that the 

distribution and persistence services conflict. The distribution 
service enables component instances to be accessed remotely, 
whereas the persistence service assumes that the component 
instances are local. This causes conflicts due to the possibility 
of concurrent accesses to the persistent repository. As a result, 
the distribution and persistence services cannot be both 
applied to the same component instance simultaneously.  

Unlike the previous dependency example, the conflict stems 
from the actual behavior of the two services rather than some 
meta-data. As such, the conflict contract must be specified in 
terms of the ACs. The necessary persistence service contract 
is as follows: 

conflict(instance[“distribution”]) 
This contract prevents the distribution and persistence services 
being executed on a common component instance. The 
resolution of this contract violation cannot be achieved 
automatically resulting in an error message being displayed 
and the persistence AC not being executed. Unlike, the 
dependency example, the distribution service does not have to 
explicitly specify a provides contract related to this conflict as 
the AOLoader will automatically add the necessary meta-data 
to announce the presence of this AC. 

C. Precedence (Ordered Dependency) 
Unlike the persistence service, the security service can be 

applied to the same component instances as the distribution 
service (to offer secure access to remote components). 
However, these two services must be executed in the correct 
order (security before distribution) to ensure subjects are 
authenticated prior to the remote service being accessed. The 
nature of this dependency means it is an application-wide 
contract, so it should be applied to all elements where these 
two services interact and not be limited to a certain sub-set of 
elements. The contract specified to enforce this relationship 
does not have an associated scope (to signify a global scope) 
and is defined as follows: 

precedence(ClientAuthentication ,Distribution) 
In this example, the ContractEnforcement AC is able to take 
proactive steps to resolve any cases where this contract is 
violated. The actions necessary to resolve (i.e. the necessary 
reordering) this violation are explicit from the contract 
specification. The ContractEnforcement AC is able to re-order 
the advice in the advice-chain and so fulfill the contract. 

D. Resolution (Conditional Collaboration) 
As described in Section 4.B, the distribution and persistence 

services can conflict when executed on the same component 

instance. This is due to the possibility of concurrent updates. 
This issue can be resolved by the introduction of a transaction 
service to ensure the ACID properties [9] (Atomicity, 
Consistency, Isolation and Durability) are enforced. When the 
persistence service is deployed in isolation, this transaction 
service is unnecessary as the transaction mechanisms of the 
repository can handle local updates. 

The transaction service is only needed when the distribution 
and persistence services are applied to the same component 
instances. This resolution contract is specified as follows: 

resolve(instance[“distribution”] AND instance 
[“persistence”] 
As this contract relates to the conditions when the transaction 
service has to be applied it must be defined in the context of 
its AO-composition or AC implementation. Initially, the 
transaction service will not be executed. However, if the 
ContractEnforcement AC detects that the distribution and 
persistence have been applied to the same component 
instance, the transaction service will be enabled according to 
its AO-composition specification. This approach requires that 
the transaction service AO-composition defines the correct 
deployment information (i.e. pointcut etc.) to resolve the 
conflict between the distribution and persistence services. 

E. Summary 
This section has covered a series of examples which 

illustrate the various conflicts and dependencies that can occur 
in middleware. Our contract model was then applied to these 
examples to demonstrate how contracts can be specified to 
explicitly define these relationships to resolve any undesirable 
interactions and ensure all dependencies are fulfilled. In cases 
where an automatic resolution is not possible the developer is 
notified of such cases to allow him/her to prevent future 
problems occurring while ensuring the affected aspect-
components are not executed. 

V. RELATED WORK  
Identifying and resolving aspect interaction issues are 

active research topics in the AOSD community. A number of 
approaches have been proposed to resolve such issues [2-5]. 
The majority of these relate to providing language extensions 
that describe certain pre and post conditions that must be 
fulfilled for the aspect behavior to be correctly applied. For 
example, CompAr [3] provides language constructs to define 
execution constraints with regard to advice. However, the 
limitation of such approaches is that constraints are specified 
on a per-joinpoint basis meaning that aspect interactions must 
occur at a common point. Our approach goes beyond this, 
while still allowing conflicts to be specified on a per-joinpoint 
basis, the conflicting aspects can intersect on a broader scope 
of elements or even have no elements in common. 
Additionally, the majority of existing approaches are limited 
to resolving issues related to aspect ordering such as ensuring 
the before and after parts of around advice are executed 
correctly due to issues regarding the continuation of advice-
chains using the proceed operation. The contracts that are able 
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to be specified in flAOx allow precedence issues to be 
specified but also allow complex relationships to be specified 
regarding the presence and absence of aspects.  

The relationship types used in our approach are comparable 
to those found in feature models [10] which are often used in 
software product lines [11]. Feature models allow inclusive 
and exclusive relationships to be specified between features to 
ensure compatibility. However, feature models are used 
exclusively at build-time (i.e. to build a product family 
member to meet a certain specification) whereas our approach 
focuses on the dynamic composition issues that can occur 
when run-time changes occur in middleware platforms. 

Despite these limitations the approaches listed above do 
have a role to play when the contracts in flAOx need to be 
specified. For example, the results provided by the CompAr 
compiler can be used as a basis for constructing the correct 
contracts. Another relevant approach to achieve this is 
described in [2]. This approach involves using an expert 
system implemented using Prolog and OWL whereby domain 
expertise is collected regarding the interactions in middleware. 
The configuration of a particular middleware configuration 
can then be used to query the expert system to identify any 
potential issues. The outcome of these queries can be used to 
construct the contracts used in flAOx. 

The notion of a WrappingController, introduced in [12], is 
also relevant here. The WrappingController used in JAC is 
similar in functionality to our ContractEnforcement AC and is 
responsible for manipulating the subsequent advice-chain. The 
limitation of the WrappingController approach is that the logic 
necessary to manage the advice-chain has to be specified 
programmatically and so does not make explicit the 
relationships between aspects. 

The approach described in this paper is an extension of 
earlier work detailed in [13]. This earlier approach involves 
specifying policies to ensure aspect dependencies are met and 
conflicts are not introduced from dynamically weaving 
aspects. However, the structure of these policies is lost at run-
time so it becomes difficult to query and manipulate the 
policies at run-time. Furthermore, it was not possible to scope 
the relationships to a particular shared element. Instead, all 
relationships had to be specified as a global context. The 
contracts used in flAOx do not have this limitation. 

Finally, JiM (Just in Time Middleware) [14] is a relevant 
approach worthy of comparison. JiM requires three 
specifications to generate a minimal executable middleware 
whereby a number of constraints are specified: i) feature 
dependency: implementation of certain functionality is 
composed from others. (e.g. Aspect1 depends on aspect2 
together with either aspect3 or aspect4); ii) composition 
constraints: dictate inclusions and exclusions of functionalities 
reflecting certain conditions about the environment (e.g. 
J2ME vs J2SE); and iii) convolution descriptions: 
propositions describing the interactions among features: which 
aspects should occur together and which not. Although similar 
conflicts and dependencies can be specified, JiM only 
provides a build-model and does not detect runtime issues. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper has outlined extensions to an AO component 

model and run-time platform that allows specifying contracts 
that explicitly define various interactions, dependencies and 
conflicts between aspect components. This approach has been 
validated by applying the approach to a series of interaction 
issues that occur when implementing services for a flexible 
and customizable AO middleware platform. By explicitly 
specifying these relationships in an external contract 
definition, the coupling between services has been reduced by 
eliminating the need for the services to check for interaction 
violations. A run-time aspect is then used to check for contract 
violations to take into account dynamic adaptations that 
commonly take place in middleware. 
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Abstract—Aspect interactions are key enabler but also key
prohibiter in aspect-oriented software development. One notable
challenge is identifying, understanding and resolving aspect inter-
actions. Another recognized challenge is enabling the composition
of several domain specific aspect-oriented language extensions
(aspect DSLs). In this paper, we focus on the intersection ofthe
two challenges: understanding the interactions between foreign
aspects, i.e., aspects written in different aspect DSLs. These
interactions fall into two categories, which we nameco-advising
and foreign advising. Co-advising coordinates the co-weaving of
multi-extension advice at the same join point shadow. Foreign
advising controls the cross-weaving of advice into foreignaspects.
We classify and compare composition approaches according to
whether they resolve these interactions at the language level or
at the program level.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The importance of identifying, understanding and resolving
aspect interactions is widely recognized. The need to support
aspect-oriented domain specific languages (aspect DSLs) is
also widely accepted [7] [5] [4] [10] [29] [23] [17]. How-
ever, very few studies on aspect interactions consider the
interactions that occur when several aspect DSLs are used
simultaneously. In this paper we focus on understanding the
space of aspect interactions in the context of composing
multiple domain specific aspect extensions. The objective is to
differentiate between the various approaches found in current
composition frameworks.

A. Categories of Interaction

We characterize two chief categories of aspect interactions
whose resolution is key for supporting multiple aspect DSLs:

• Co-advising – requires coordinating the weaving of ad-
vice selected from aspects in the various DSLs into the
same program element.

• Foreign advising – requires weaving of each DSL’s
advice into aspects in all other DSLs.

B. Levels of Resolution

We characterize two levels at which interactions are typi-
cally resolved:

• Language level – requires the language designer to
specify the semantics for interactions between aspects in
each DSL and aspects in all the other DSLs.

• Program level – requires the aspect programmer to
resolve how a concrete set of aspects interact.

C. Classifying Composition Approaches

Today, there are only few composition frameworks for
combining different aspect DSLs. We list four representative
approaches (Table I):

• Awesome [14] – represents an approach for resolving
bothco-advisingandforeign advisingaspect interactions
at thelanguage levelby integrating the DSL weavers into
a multi-weaver, and by customizing the resulted multi-
extension weaver,

• Pluggable AOP [12] – represents an approach for re-
solving foreign advisingat thelanguage levelby treating
a foreign aspect mechanism as an open module [1] that
can determine which join points within its aspects are
advisable and which are hidden. However, there is limited
control in Pluggable AOP over how these join points
areco-advised. Pluggable AOP supports the ordering of
multi-extension advice indirectly by ordering the aspect
mechanisms.

• Reflex [25] – represents an approach that resolvesco-
advisingat theprogram levelby using a set of compo-
sition rules. For example, the framework provides rules
for controlling ordering of advice at a join point, and
allows a programmer to impose mutual inclusion or
exclusion conditions on aspects. Although the framework
allows aspects to advise each other, it does not provide
sufficient support for resolvingforeign advisingproperly.
This is due in part to the way Reflex implements plugins
through translating aspects in foreign extensions to an in-
termediate common language. The translation introduces
synthetic join points into target aspects, and exposes these
join points to unintentional foreign advice.

• XAspects [23] – represents an approach that translates
aspects in various DSLs to a general purpose aspect
language, namely, AspectJ. This approach provides only
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Interaction / Framework XAspects [23] Reflex [25] Pluggable AOP [12] AWESOME [14]

Co-advising - program level - language level
Foreign advising - - language level language level

TABLE I
LEVEL OF ASPECT INTERACTION RESOLUTION IN COMPOSITION FRAMEWORKS

limited support for resolvingco-advisingand no support
for handlingforeign advising.

D. Challenge Problem

To better understand the issues involved in resolving co-
advising and foreign advising, we propose the following
benchmark as a test for demonstrating the level of support
that is provided by a composition framework for resolving
aspect interactions in the presence of multiple aspect DSLs:

• Demonstrate support for the AspectJ [18], [11] aspect
language. Demonstrating the support for AspectJ is useful
because many aspect DSLs mimic AspectJ conceptually
and inherently pose aspect interaction problems similar
to those in AspectJ. The level of support can also be
evaluated by comparison withajc [9] and abc [2], [3].

• Demonstrate support for theCOOL [16] aspect language.
COOL is one of the first aspect DSLs that has been
shown to be practically useful [26], [28], [20], [21], [27].
COOL is also small enough to permit evaluation by direct
inspection of the implementation and comparison with the
semantics of the language [16].

• Demonstrate support for an aspect language that inte-
grates AspectJ andCOOL. Elsewhere [15], we illustrate
that the composition of AspectJ andCOOL is far from
trivial and requires a general consideration of the feature
interaction problem in a composition of multiple aspect
languages. Demonstrating that a composition framework
can make a plugin for AspectJ work in concert with a
plugin for COOL is therefore a meaningful benchmark.

• Demonstrate support for a composition ofk > 2 aspect
DSLs. While the composition of AspectJ andCOOL is a
representative challenge, it is necessary to also consider
how an approach would scale to three, four, and more
languages.

In the rest of this paper, we draw on this challenge problem
to concretely illustrate the issues surrounding co-advising
and foreign advising, and to contrast language level against
program level resolution of such aspect interactions.

II. U NDERSTANDING CO-ADVISING

Co-advising is the application of multiple pieces of adviceto
the same join point. Generally, co-advising can be resolvedin
any conceivable way or even arbitrarily. Practically, however,
co-advising is usually an adviceschedulingproblem that
requires the varies aspect DSL extensions to coordinate the
weaving of advise into the same join point.

We illustrate the complexity of resolving co-advising with
a simple scenario. ALogger aspect in AspectJ,

public aspect Logger {
before():!cflow(within(Logger)) {
System.out.println(thisJoinPoint);
}
}

might be deployed to log (among other things) the executions
of the methodpush defined in theStack class,

public class Stack {
private Object[] buf;
private int ind = 0;
public void push(Object obj) {
buf[ind++]=obj;
}
/* the rest is omitted */
}

Simultaneously, aStack coordinator inCOOL,

coordinator Stack {
condition full=false, empty=true;
int len=0;
selfex {push, pop};
mutex {push, pop};
push: requires !full;
on_entry {len=len+1;}
on_exit {
empty=false;
if (len==buf.length)
full=true;

}
/* the rest is omitted */
}

might be deployed to synchronize (among other things) all
invocations ofpush.

A co-advising interaction occurs (among other places) at the
push method execution join point. Both the logging and the
synchronization logic need to be woven around the execution
of push. However, it is unspecified how the aspect and the
coordinator interact.

Note that the problem of scheduling of advice is not
simply a problem of scheduling the weavers. If weavers were
scheduled to run one after the other sequencely, then, at the
same join point, advice that is applied later will always wrap
around advice that is applied earlier. This would result in
a very restrictive behavior that does not support the flexible
ordering needed in general for resolving co-advising.

A. Consideration

The co-advising interaction raises a number of questions to
consider. One issue is the ordering of multi-extension advice.
It is necessary to specify in which order the AspectJ and the
COOL advice execute. This order will determine, for example,
whether AspectJ advice is synchronized or not.
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Alternative resolutions exist. For example, AspectJ advice
might dominateCOOL advice (i.e., AspectJ advice is wrapped
aroundCOOL advice);COOL advice might dominate AspectJ
advice; or COOL advice might be interleaved with AspectJ
advice in such a way that only AspectJ around advice is
synchronized.

Ordering of advice, however, is not the only problem to
consider in resolving co-advising interactions in the multi-
extension composition. Another interesting problem is the
interaction between thecflow pointcut of AspectJ and co-
ordinators inCOOL. Consider theLogStackAdvice aspect,

public aspect LogStackAdvice {
pointcut A(): cflow(within(LogStackAdvice));
pointcut B(): execution(* Stack.*(..));
pointcut C(): cflow(B()) && !cflowbelow(B());
before(): !A() && !B() && C() {
System.out.println(thisJoinPoint);

}
}

which logs all advice (except for its own) woven atStack
method execution shadows. Note that the!B() && C() point-
cut is not empty. Join points in between thecflow and the
cflowbelow of B() include those inB() and those within ex-
ecutions of aspects advisingB(), e.g., theLogStackAdvice
advises join points within executions of the theLogger
aspect. In a composition ofCOOL and AspectJ, resolving
co-advising interactions requires to address the question:
shouldLogStackAdvice log theStack coordinator, or, more
generally, shouldCOOL advice execute within thecflow
(cflowbelow) of a join point it advises?

This question can be answered in several alternative ways.
One option is to execute coordinators between thecflow and
thecflowbelow of a join point (similarly to AspectJ advice).
Another alternative is to execute the coordinators outsidethe
cflow of a join point. Yet another option is to execute the
coordinators within thecflowbelow of a join point. In the
first caseLogStackAdvice would advise join points within
theStack coordinator; and in the other two cases it would not.
Note, that this interaction is orthogonal to the advice ordering
interaction.

B. Discussion

In our view, co-advising interactions should be controlled
at both the program and the language levels. A multi-
extension language should specify default co-advising rules
at the language level, and provide means for overriding the
default behavior at the program level. For example, the multi-
extension language should define default advice ordering rules
that may then be overridden by a specific aspect program when
necessary.

Some co-advising interactions, however, should be resolved
strictly at the language level. For example, there is no real
justification to control thecflow interaction at the program
level. On the contrary, delegating the control over the inter-
action to the programmer would increase the complexity of
aspect programs without increasing the expressiveness of the

multi-extension language. Once the interaction is resolved at
the language level (i.e., the resolution is reflected in the multi-
extension language specification), programmers can rely on
this resolution to write correct multi-extension programs.

III. U NDERSTANDING FOREIGN ADVISING

A more complex category of interactions isforeign advising.
In a multi-extension program an aspect advises not only base
language classes and same-extension aspects, but also foreign
aspects that are written in other extensions. The resolution of
foreign advising interactions determines how aspects advise
foreign aspects. In a composition ofCOOL and AspectJ,
foreign advising controls the weaving of AspectJ advice into
COOL coordinators, and the weaving ofCOOL advice into
AspectJ aspects.

A. Consideration

Foreign advising interactions raise many questions. For
example, consider again the code shown in Section II. The co-
ordinator defines twocondition variables:full andempty.
But shouldLogger log access to these variables? The coor-
dinator also defines a local variablelen. ShouldLogger log
accesses to this variable? The coordinator defineson_entry

andon_exit blocks. Should their execution generate advice
execution join points? The coordinator accesses an instance
variablebuf of theStack object. ShouldLogger log accesses
to this variable? These are all questions of foreign advising
interactions that must be addressed.

Each of these questions can be answered in multiple ways.
For example, one option is to allow aspects to advise co-
ordinators only through field get and field set join points
that are located withinrequires, on_entry, andon_exit
expressions. Another option is to expose also executions of
on_entry andon_exit expressions as advice execution join
points.

A foreign advising specification may choose to restrict the
advising behavior of aspects over coordinators. For example,
advisability of acondition field access (read or write) can be
restricted tobefore andafter advice only. This way aspects
cannot override values ofcondition fields, but are still able
to observe their access patterns. This restriction would protect
the synchronization logic of a coordinator.

B. Discussion

In our view, foreign advising interactions should be resolved
at the language level. The main reason is the complexity
of the interactions. In a composition ofCOOL and AspectJ
foreign advising raises a large number of non-trivial questions.
Resolving these questions for each aspect-coordinator pair in
a program on a per-aspect basis would be very complex and
time-consuming. Another reason is the complexity of multi-
extension programs. When foreign advising is resolved at
the language level, the interactions between multi-extension
aspects are controlled in a uniform, well-defined manner.
Deferring the resolution to the program level would allow a
programmer to define specific rules of engagement for every
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pair of multi-extension aspects in a program. Such a program
then becomes difficult to debug and difficult to understand.
A third reason is the proper level of abstraction. Foreign
advising interactions involve language-level abstractions (e.g.,
on_entry expressions,condition fields, advice execution
join points). Interactions between these abstractions should be
resolved by a language designer, while a programmer should
rather be left to deal with application-level abstractions.

IV. COMPARING COMPOSITION APPROACHES

We reason about co-advising and foreign advising in terms
of an abstract weaving process [13]. At an abstract level, an
aspect weaver implements aweaving processthat comprises
four subprocesses, namelyreify, match, order, and mix.
These subprocesses are found inreactive aspect mechanisms
that can be semantically modeled as a closed-loop feedback
control system [13]. Thereify process takes as input a
class file and constructs a weaver-specific representation of the
class. Thematch process associates elements of the program
representation (shadows) with pieces of advice. Theorder

process sorts, into a correct execution order, all the pieces of
advice that match the representation element. Themix process
transforms the body of a shadow by introducing advice code
(or calls to advice) that match that shadow.

In order to understand why resolving these interactions at
the language level is fundamentally different than resolving
them at the program level, we elaborate on the composition
approach in the Reflex framework and contrast it with the
composition approach in the AWESOME framework.

1) Co-advising:Co-advising is a problem of specifying the
meta behavior that coordinates thematch, order, and mix
processes of the individual weavers.

2) Foreign advising: Foreign advising is a problem of
representing foreign aspects correctly and is the responsibility
of the integratedreify process.

A. The Reflex Framework

Reflex supports multiple aspect DSLs by translating aspects
written in the source DSLs into a commonkernel language.

1) Co-advising: Reflex supports the resolution of co-
advising at the program level, by allowing the programmer to
write rules for handling the selection, ordering, and filtering
of advice at the same join point.

2) Foreign-advising: Reflex does not support the resolu-
tion of foreign advising. The translation in Reflex introduces
synthetic join points in the target aspect (metaobject in the
base language) that do not exist in the source aspect. These
synthetic join points are implementation-specific. They donot
trace back to the source aspect but they are exposed to advice
with the rest of the join points. This exposure may potentially
result in unexpected and incorrect program behavior.

To concretely illustrate this problem of Reflex, consider the
following EmptyAdvice aspect in AspectJ:

aspect EmptyAdvice {
before():
execution(* *.*(..)) {}

}

The aspect contains an empty advice and is supposed to
have no functional effect on the program. But when woven
in Reflex using its AspectJ plugin [22], thisEmptyAdvice
aspect causes aninfinite loop. The reason is that, in Reflex,
the (empty) advice is first translated into a method. Then,
the advice incorrectly advises itself as a method execution.
This symptomatic failure reflects a general limitation of Reflex
in resolving foreign advising interactions. For instance,if a
plugin for AspectJ were to be used in Reflex together with a
plugin for COOL, then the AspectJ weaver would erroneously
include shadows for implementation-specific join points that
are introduced into theCOOL coordinator classes by theCOOL

plugin.1

The root of the problem is that in Reflex an aspect advises
another aspect in the same manner as it advises a base class.
Specifically, Reflex represents aspect’s behavior by an object
(called metaobject) in the base language (e.g., Java), and
allows aspects to advise it as if it were a regular object. But
the metaobject generally exhibits different join points than its
source aspect. In terms of the abstract weaving process [13],
the inability to resolve foreign advising correctly is a result of
the integratedreify process of the weaver failing to provide
a correct representation of the aspect.

Note that the notion ofaspects of aspectsis fundamentally
different from the notion of foreign advising. Aspects of
aspects refers to the capability of one aspect to advise join
points within another aspect’s metaobject. Reflex allows an
aspect to advise other aspects [24] but the behavior is arguably
unreasonable (recall the example above). Foreign advising,
in contrast, spans a space of alternative resolutions, each
one representing an arguably reasonable behavior for advising
foreign aspects.

There are at least two problems to consider with respect
to the support for aspects of aspects in Reflex. First, the
resolution is generally incorrect. Second, the resolutionis
not customizable. The resolution is non-customizable, because
Reflex does not provide rules for the programmer to specify
precisely how aspects should advise each other. It is impossible
in Reflex, for example, to permit theLogger aspect to advise
executions ofon_exit and on_entry expressions of the
Stack coordinator as advice execution join points; or to ensure
thatLogger does not advise accesses tocoordinator fields.

B. TheAWESOME Framework

The AWESOME framework supports multiple aspect DSLs
by assembling individual extension-specific weaver plugins
(aspect mechanisms). The framework’s architecture comprises
three main modules. A sharedplatformthat realizes operations
that are common to all weavers; amechanismthat can be
specialized to provide extension-specific behavior; and acon-
figurationfor customizing the multi-weaver with composition-
specific behavior.

1To the best of our knowledge, Reflex has not been shown to work neither
with AspectJ nor withCOOL. We only found a plugin that implements a
limited subset of AspectJ [22].
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The architectural design of AWESOME allows a reasonable
multi-extension language to be constructed by simply plugging
the aspect mechanisms into the platform. This is important
for supporting multiple (i.e., more than just two) aspect
DSLs. In addition to that, the configuration module allows
a language designer to fine-tune the default behavior for a
specific resolution of the interactions.

1) Co-advising: The AWESOME framework supports the
resolution of co-advising at the language level. The framework
applies a default resolution that can be customized by the con-
figuration module. In terms of the abstract weaving process,
co-advising interactions are resolved when thematch, order,
and mix processes of individual mechanisms are integrated
into the corresponding multi-weaver processes under a well-
defined and reasonable behavior. The language designer may
customize this default co-advising resolution by realizing
a configuration module that overrides the integrated multi-
weaver processes with a composition-specific functionality.

2) Foreign-advising:The AWESOME framework also sup-
ports the resolution of foreign advising at the language level,
by imposing three principles on an aspect mechanism design:
(i) a common intermediate representation domain; (ii) an
integratedreify process; (iii) adaptedreify, match, order,
andmix processes of individual weavers.

In terms of the abstract weaving process, the common
representation domain provides terminology for representing
foreign aspects to aspect mechanisms. Using this terminology,
an aspect mechanism realizes (in itsreify component) a
policy for representing its aspects to foreign mechanisms.The
reify process of a multi-weaver is built by integrating the
individualreify components of the mechanisms with the base
reify component of the platform. The integratedreify pro-
cess then correctly represents multi-extension aspects interms
of the common representation domain. On top of that, the
configuration module allows a language designer to implement
composition-specific foreign advising behavior by amending
thereify, match, order, andmix processes of the individual
mechanisms.

AWESOMEprovides mechanisms for controlling and resolv-
ing important (co-advising and foreign advising) interactions
that are pertinent to most compositions. Elsewhere [19], [15],
we identifying a list of abstract features and their interactions
that facilitate the process of identifying feature interactions
in the composition of aspect extensions. We identify two
groups of interaction-related abstract features. The firstgroup
includes join point featuresthat characterize the ability to
observea program execution. The features are: granularity,
join point type, visibility, and history. The second group
includesadvice featuresthat shape the capability tomodifya
program. The features are: advice type, join point advisability,
advice ordering, and advice execution. These features alsohelp
explain which interactions AWESOMEhandles that Reflex does
not.

V. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK

In this paper we consider aspect interactions in the context
of a multi-extension weaver. We coin the termsco-advising
and foreign advisingto describe two key categories of aspect
interactions that occur in a multi-extension language. We be-
lieve that a multi-extension framework should resolve foreign
advising and co-advising at the language level; and support
optional resolution of only certain co-advising interactions at
the program level.

We consider the composition of AspectJ andCOOL as a
benchmark example of composing aspect DSLs and resolving
co-advising and foreign advising interactions. The composition
of AspectJ andCOOL presents a representative complexity,
demanding interesting resolutions of their aspect interactions.

We compare the existing composition frameworks by the
interactions they handle and the level of resolution they
support. Our analysis shows that most of the frameworks do
not handle the interactions properly. The AspectJ plugin of
Reflex [22] advises aspects incorrectly, revealing a conceptual
failure in Reflex to support foreign advising [15]. Similar
to Reflex, XAspects also exhibits incorrect foreign advising
behavior that may result in deadlock [12]. Pluggable AOP [12]
handles foreign advising, but lacks mechanisms for resolving
co-advising interactions. Interesting feature interactions exist
also in AspectJ/5, which is a merger between AspectJ 1.2 and
AspectWerkz [19], [15]. These problems indicate that there
is currently poor understanding of co-advising and foreign
advising interactions.

A framework that handles both foreign advising and co-
advising interactions is AWESOME. AWESOME [14] supports
a default resolution of aspect interactions in a multi-extension
language, and allows the language designer to specialize the
default behavior at the language level. Extending the AWE-
SOME framework with additional program level mechanisms
for controlling co-advising and for controlling aspect-oriented
features other than advising (such as introduction conflicts [8])
is a topic for future work.
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Abstract—In the last 10 years the Aspect-Oriented Software
Development (AOSD) has gradually become a concern stone in
Software Engineering as an engine to reduce complexity and
increase reuse by providing modularization of concerns that tend
to crosscut. Nevertheless, its use in certain situations can presents
some problems that can not only discourage its mainstream
adoption, but also hinder the realization of software quality goals.
The first problem, the AOSD-Evolution paradox, encompasses
the difficulties with evolving software developed using AOSD.
The second arises as a result of the invasive nature of aspects.
The use of aspects without any control can result in a harmful
practice. This work describes these problems and exposes the
strength and limitations of the current approaches to solve them.
Thus allowing us to reason in a clear fashion about the problems
and their solutions, then justifying a contract base approach,
which aims to control the usage of aspect without constraining
the power of AOSD.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current mechanisms to implement aspects such As-
pectJ [8], allow sophisticated ways to express pointcuts and
advice. But fail to (1) define pointcuts abstracting from syn-
tactical properties of the base code, and to (2) control the
aspects invasiveness. These deficiencies lead to the following
problems:

1) Evolution difficulties, reflected in the called AOSD-
Evolution paradox [29], this means that software built
using AOSD is more modular but less reliable. Then,
as the base code evolves aspects pointcuts can miss the
desired join points or capture undesired join points.

2) Invasiveness problems, caused by the ability of aspects
to access unrestrictedly the base code. These aspects
can invalidate some important properties of the system
by modifying the program flow or leaving protected
data structures in an inconsistent state, then becoming
harmful to the base code.

Both problems are exacerbated by the obliviousness prop-
erty [5], which requires aspects to be transparent for the base
code, hence allowing it to evolve independently from aspects.
Then, as base code evolves, seemingly safe modifications can
break pointcuts turning aspects into harmful entities. Further-
more, as base code designers are oblivious about aspects, they
have no means to protect their code from them.

The current approaches to solve these problems offer im-
proved mechanisms to AOSD; but fail to either (1) control
the aspects invasiveness without constraining its power, e.g.
specifying where aspects are not allowed to be invasive, or (2)
to fit aspects with an adequate mechanism to support evolution,
e.g. a mechanism that tells when an aspect can do harm.

This lack of invasiveness control and evolution support,
impacts directly on evolution and reutilization of software built
using AOSD, therefore discouraging its mainstream adoption.
These deficiencies as the proposed solutions impose a strong
need to bring solutions to the AOSD problems, not only
encouraging its adoption, but also leading to software that is
mode modular and reliable.

Our interest is to analyze the strengths and limitations of
the current approaches for solving the AOSD problems. This
allows us to reason in a clear fashion about them and propose
the beginning of a contract based approach to solve them.

The reminder of this work is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the AOSD problems. Section 3 exposes the
current approaches to solve these problems and discusses their
strengths and limitations. Section 4 presents the beginning
of our approach to solve AOSD problems by controlling its
invasiveness. Finally, section 5 concludes and presents the
future work.

II. PROBLEMS FROM ASPECTS

Aspects make a great contribution to improve system mod-
ularity. Unfortunately, in many situations aspects can carry
some problems that can hinder the achievement of a reliable
software system. This because, aspects can negatively affect
the behavior and evolvability by introducing side effects into
the advised base code.

This section exposes the problems that present a major
threat for AOSD adoption: AOSD-Evolution Paradox and
Invasive aspects.

A. AOSD Evolution Paradox
An intuitive notion is that software built using AOSD is

more modular, evolvable and reusable. But contrarily, software
evolution and reutilization can be negatively affected by the
presence of aspects.

The AOSD-Evolution Paradox [29], encompasses the diffi-
culties that arise when an application created using AOSD tries
to evolve. It arises on the insufficiency of the current languages
for defining pointcuts (crosscutting languages), to abstract over
structural properties of the base code. Pointcut specification
tends to be very concrete and make explicit assumptions about
program structures. Then, as software evolves, pointcuts can
lose correct join points or capture wrong join points leading
to unexpected behavior or even make the software to break
down. This means that AOSD leads to software that is more
modular but with a reduced evolvability.
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m(...)
Abstract A

m(...)

B

m(...)

D

m(...)

C

Aspect

pointcut m_point(...):

    call( A+.m(...) );

Fig. 1. Aspect applied to three different classes

Figure 1 depicts an example of the AOSD-Evolution para-
dox. In the figure, an abstract class A containing a method
m(..), is extended by the classes B, C and D with an aspect
targeting all occurrences of the method m(..). If the base code
is not changed, the aspect would behave as expected. But,
what happens when a new class E extending A is added? The
aspect will also apply to the method m(..) in E, no matter if it
is needed or not. In the worst case, the class E has no need of
the aspect and it application will lead to an incorrect behavior
(Figure 2). In this case, the pattern matching over names allows
developers to abstract over syntax, and thus avoid enumerating
on join points. This provides some flexibility, but in some
situations it is not enough.

Abstract A

m(...)

m(...)

B

m(...)

D

m(...)

C

Aspect

m(...)

E

pointcut m_point(...):

    call( A+.m(...) );

Fig. 2. Aspect applied to a class that does not need it

However, if the software is small enough, aspect and base
code changes will be easy to coordinate when required. In real-
world projects, size and complexity increase very fast making
aspects management tricky and error-prone.

B. Invasive aspects

In order to perform separation of concerns and provide
security, each paradigm promotes its own way of encapsulating
concerns. For example the object-oriented paradigm encap-
sulates concerns in classes, fields and methods, defining a
protection level for each one of them, ensuring that properties
access will be respected.

Aspects can break the encapsulation that each paradigm
provides, this because they have the ability to interject func-
tionalities at almost any point in the base code, then leaving
properties vulnerable to any change from the aspect side. This
rupture can be fruitfully used in several situations resulting in a
proper introduction of functionalities and flexibility; invalidat-
ing or twisting properties that can be considered undesirable.

However, aspects can invalidate some of the already existing
desirable properties of the system, therefore becoming harmful
to the base code. They can introduce side effects, by partially
replacing procedures, modifying the control flow, assigning
new values on protected fields, etc. Moreover, aspects can
add a tight coupling to the base code, and consequence of
the obliviousness property, any seemly safe modification in
protected properties can break aspects leading to data inconsis-
tencies or incorrect behavior. Hence, as they can compromise
sensitive system properties, they represent a threat for software
security [4] and reliability.

The real problem with aspects breaking encapsulation, is
the absence of mechanisms to prevent aspects to invalidate
desirable and important properties of the system without
constraining the power of AOSD.

1 public class SecuredClass {

2     private String Username;

3     private double accountID;

4     private double credit;

5     public SecuredClass(String username){

6       //obtain higly confidential data 

7       //using the username

8     }

9     private boolean canBuy(double amount){

10      if(this.credit>amount){

11         return true;

12    }

13    else return false;

14    }

15    public void withDraw(double amount){

16      if(this.canBuy(amount)){

17      this.credit=this.credit-amount;

18    }

19    }

20    ...

21 }

1  public privileged aspect Leak {

2     public String SecuredClass.publicUsername;

3     public double SecuredClass.publicAccountID;

4     public double SecuredClass.publicCredit;

5     after(SecuredClass secured):

6      execution(* SecuredClass.*(..))&&target(secured){

7      secured.publicUsername=secured.Username;

8      secured.publicAccountID=secured.accountID;

9      secured.publicCredit=secured.credit;

10    }

11    after(SecuredClass secured):

12     execution(SecuredClass.new(..))&&target(secured){

13     secured.publicUsername=secured.Username;

14     secured.publicAccountID=secured.accountID;

15     secured.publicCredit=secured.credit;

16    }

17 }

Base Code

Aspect Code

Fig. 3. Security violation using aspects

Figure 3 presents an example of security problems intro-
duced by invasive aspects. The java code on top corresponds to
a secured class with private fields and operations. On bottom,
an aspect that adds unprotected (public access) fields to the
secured class, then assigning them the values of the protected
fields and keeping synchronized their values during the exe-
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cution. This aspect expose protected values maliciously, and
as the base code is oblivious about it there is no mechanism
to prevent this kind of situation.

III. CURRENT APPROACHES

The major difficulty for AOSD is the behavior assurance,
specially when base code tends to evolve. In this scenario
the obliviousness property and the tight coupling of aspects
with the base code become a two edged sword. By one side
increasing modularity, but representing a threat to software
reliability on the other.

This section presents the current approaches to solve or
reduce AOSD problems, categorized according to the means
they use.

A. Guildelines
These approaches are intended to offer guidelines about

good practices to avoid the existing problems related with the
use of current AOSD technologies.

• An analysis of the limitation in the current AOSD mech-
anisms is carried out in [18], thus leading to a set of
guidelines for a good usage of those mechanisms in order
avoid their limitations, hence overcoming evolution and
invasiveness problems.

• The defects of the current crosscutting languages are
studied in [29], then generating a set of facts about the
languages gaps that can be used as a guideline to pass
over them.

• Kiczales and Mezini in [12] perform an study of the
different mechanism for concern separation. They empha-
size the fashion and the flexibility that those mechanisms
offer to localize concerns. By distilling a set of guidelines,
they provide to developers an orientation about which
mechanism is better suited for concern separation in a
given scenario.

• Rinard et al. focused on the interaction between advice
and methods propose a classification system for Aspect-
Oriented Software [23]. This enable developers to reason
modularly about aspects behavior when interacting with
the base code, and to focus on the aspects causing non-
modular interaction.

• Dean Wampler explores the translation of design princi-
ples from Object Orientation to Aspect Orientation [32].
Intended to avoid the problems related to invasive aspects,
those principles should tell what type of restrictions
and coupling between aspects and software entities are
appropriate according to a given scenario in order to allow
noninvasiveness.

Guidelines make a contribution telling developers and design-
ers (aspects and base code) what to do in a given situation
when aspects are used, or how to use the current mechanism
to be better prepared to support evolution and limit aspects
invasiveness. For language designers, they tell which are the
points that need more effort and development in order to
carry the current mechanism to a mature state. But, as with
any guideline there is no concrete solution, and to follow a

guideline gives no confidence that the result will perform as
expected.

B. Code Based

Code based approaches are intended to deliver new lan-
guages or extend an existing language in order to provide
the functionality and flexibility necessary to avoid AOSD
problems.

• Kiczales and Mezini in [11] proposes the foundations
for Aspect-aware interfaces. Modules interfaces that are
aware about the existence of an aspect advising them.
They describe how aspects will crosscut modules and
how modules will interact between them. This enable
modular reason by exposing how aspects interact with
the base code, therefore leading to a better evolution
support by propagating aspects and base code changes
across interfaces.

• Sullivan et al., based on the information hiding princi-
ple [21] present a new kind of interfaces called XPI [27],
[6]. Abstracting the crosscutting behavior, they impose
several documented rules in a design pattern fashion that
have no explicit representation in either aspect or base
code. This approach constrain the manner in which code
is written, making the base code and aspect implementa-
tion to rely on the XPI definition. Hence, evolution will
be controlled through the XPI.

• J. Aldrich proposes Open Modules [1] , a modular system
for aspects, which focuses on the exposure of join pointss
such that modules constructs export pointcuts as a part
of their specifications. This leads to aspects that depends
only on the details exposed by modules specifications
and not on the internal details of each module. For this
modular system, he proposes a language called “Tiny
Aspects”, which tries to assure that aspects will not
change the program behavior in an unexpected way.
This enable programmers to separate concerns and reason
about them in a modular way abstracting from hard
implementation details.

• Gyble and Brichau propose a prolog-like crosscutting lan-
guage [7]. This language is intended to describe pointcuts
as conditions on properties, then allowing to describe
more expressive join points, based more on semantic than
structural properties.

• In [20], a prolog like crosscutting language called AL-
PHA is proposed. Intended to provide a rich model of
programming semantics jointly with abstraction mech-
anism, it allows to write more expressive pointcuts,
targeting join pointss by its semantical properties.

• Dantas and Walker proposes harmless advice. A piece of
computation as standard advice, but being constrained to
prevent it from interfering with the base code underlying
computation. This unable the advice to affect data struc-
tures or change the base control flow. In [3], they present
the core language as well as the operational semantics
and type system for this advice system.
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• Clifton and Leavens propose Spectators and Assistants
for AspectJ [2]. In order to enable AspectJ’s modular
reasoning, they propose to classify aspect according to
their effect on program flow. Spectators, that do not
modify the behavior of the underlying program and
assistants, that modify the behavior of the underlying
program affecting its flow. Then, this classification allows
the program modules to accept explicitly the assistance
of assistant aspects.

• In [31], an approach to constraint aspect usage is pro-
posed. The underlying idea is to restrict aspect usage
by imposing several constraint on their application. Such
restriction range from restrict the data that aspects can
modify to the actions that advice code can perform when
reaching a join points, the moments and places in which
aspects are allowed to intervene.

• Recebeli proposes the notion of aspects purity [33]. A
pure aspect is an aspect that promises not to alter the
behavior of an specified set of base code pieces. He
present a prototype of this notion, called Pure Aspects,
an extension to AspectJ compiler intended to reduce the
harm that aspects can do.

• In [24], the concept of Superimpositions is imported from
distributed systems to aspects. Then they are a collection
of generic aspects and singleton classes that are super
imposed with the base code to generate an augmented
final program. Superimpositions augment the semantics
of AOP by allowing to express interactions and relations
among generic aspects, combine collections of them.

All these code based approaches are intended to overcome
the AOSD problems, by the proposition of new interfaces [27],
[6], [1], [11], languages [7], [20], [3], [31] and extensions to
existing languages [33], [2], [24]. But each approach presents
its own limitations.

In order to provide harmless advice, Open Modules [1]
and Harmless advice [3] constrain the power of AOSD by
forbidden aspects to be invasive. XPIs [27], [6] do not define
a concrete interface, instead they define a coordinate coding
style between aspects and base code. Logic based crosscutting
languages [7], [20] can be computationally too expensive like
to scale real world applications. Pure Aspects [33] only assure
harmless when aspects have pure intentions, but giving no
assurance with other aspects.Spectators and Assistants [2]
offer just a general granularity level about aspect affecting
the behavior leaving more fine grain level unexplored (i.e:
aspect modifying data fields). Finally, the constraint language
presented in [31] appears to be a promising idea, but is just a
notion and no details are given.

C. Analysis

Analysis approaches are characterized by the analysis of
properties and behavior present in software built using AOSD
mechanisms. Most than a solutions, they are an orientations
and a tools to predict when AOSD can become a threat to
evolution and reliability.

• Koppen and Storzer propose a pointcut delta analy-
sis [14], [26]. This delta analysis operates by comparing
the changes in the set of matched join points for two
different version of the base code. It serves as a mean to
diagnose and help programmers to find bugs and reveal
unexpected changes in the behavior of broken pointcuts.

• Guided by the goal of specification and verification of
aspect-oriented systems, [9] proposes a regression test
for AOSD in order to diagnose if a particular aspect is
harmful or not for the base code. Harmful aspects analysis
allows a weakening of obliviousness while maintaining
extensibility, diagnosing malicious or inadvertent corrup-
tion of the desired properties of the underlying system.

• Based on algebraic foundations, a program analysis is
proposed [16]. Here aspects are seen as a “program trans-
formation function”, or a function that maps programs to
programs, and the effects of the weaving process can be
understood in terms of algebraic transformations. Around
this definition, theoretical properties (commutativity, as-
sociativity and identity) and rules are associated to aspect
compositions (in e.g. precedence rules for compositions).
This allows to reason about composition, exposing its
problems.

Aspect analysis appears to be promising to support the
evolution of software built using AOSD, by alerting when an
aspect may have undesired effects on the system. But those
approaches can be either too inefficient [14], [26], [9] (too
expensive in computation time) or too abstract [16] (may be
impossible to implement without expensive computations) like
to scale to real systems.

D. Model based
Model based approaches make use of a high abstraction

level to deliver a solution that relies in modeling or meta
modeling facilities to avoid AOSD problems.

• In [10], a Model-based pointcut definition is proposed.
These pointcuts are defined in terms of a conceptual
model of the base program, rather than referring di-
rectly to the implementation structure. This results in
joint points based on conceptual properties instead of
structural properties of the base program, hence leading
to a low coupling of the pointcut definition and base
code. These pointcuts are called view-based pointcuts,
because they use the formalism of intentional views to
express a conceptual model of a program and to keep it
synchronized with the source code of that program.

• In [28], the Motorola WEAVR is proposed. This is a tool
that can weave aspects defined at model level, by using
Specific Domain Languages and UML 2.0 . These aspects
are defined as abstract entities based on a transitions-
oriented state machine, and the way in which they affect
the base code is defined in terms of a novel join point
model. This model is composed of call expressions, timer
set actions and state transitions. The representations of
pointcuts and advises (called connectors) is a finite state
machine, where connectors always contains a start and
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an end state. This approach enables aspects to be defined
in terms of a system specification without requiring a
complete knowledge of its implementation, then giving
additional robustness to aspects.

The model based approaches abstract from code properties
(eliminating the tight coupling between aspects and code)
and bring generality to the aspect representation. Then, be-
ing promising to overcome evolution problems. Nevertheless,
these approaches need a deeper study to determine the concrete
impact of using models to define aspects and overcome the
AOSD problems.

E. Contracts for Aspects
These approaches make use of Design by Contract [19] in

order to avoid AOSD problems and increase the confidence in
aspects usage.

• Skotiniotis and Lorenz propose some notions for Design
by Contract applied to aspects [25]. They emphasize in
the help that Design by contract can give to ensure,
that aspects capture crosscutting concerns adequately, and
aspects do not interfere with some other parts of the
program. Later in [17] they study the combination of
aspects and contracts, then generating a classification of
aspects according to its interaction with contracts and
determining who must be blamed in the case of contract
violation. An implementation of this classification has
been made in CONA an aspect based Design by Contract
tool for Java.

• In [13] assertions are used as a means to validate aspect
composition, verifying if a class or an application con-
tains a suitable sets of aspects for whom the weavage
can be validated. This validation is performed in respect
to a set of specifications included as a contract that
assess the correctness of the composition according to the
design. Those specification can, for example, prohibit the
application of two aspects in the same place, or enforce
the interdependence of two aspects.

• In [15], Aspect integration contracts (AiC) are presented.
Based on the idea of contracts for components, these
contracts specify the permitted interference between an
aspect and the base code. AiC are composed of the
aspect requirements specifications (what aspects require
from the base code), aspect functionalities and effects
specifications (what aspect do with the base code), and
the permitted interference specification (what aspect can
do with the base code). Then, these contracts state that all
the specifications are respected in order to weave aspects
with the base code.

In [25], [17], the interaction between contracts and aspects
is studied. It gives an idea of how could be the blaming
process in the case of assertions violation. But leaves several
questions on the table like “How aspects can be contractualized
to restrict their application to base program?” or “How con-
tracts can assure that aspects adequately capture crosscutting
concerns?”. The approach of [13], allows to reason about inter-
aspects interaction and aspects-methods interaction by defining

weaving specification in a Design by Contract fashion. Finally,
AiC [15] have a lot of specifications about specific aspects and
the interference that the base code allows from them. Then,
may being too complex and specific to a software version like
to be practical and scale to the real world.

We think that the current approaches to solve AOSD prob-
lems do well a part of the work, being partial solutions. But
instead, we hope that a complete solution will be one that
controls and does not constrain aspects invasiveness and suits
aspect to better support evolution in a concrete fashion.

IV. TOWARDS CONTRACTS

Design by Contract [19] has proved its value in the object-
oriented world, by specifying what a program is intended
to be through precondition, postcondition and invariants. The
presence of contracts in an object-oriented application increase
its reliability and the confidence that its components have [30].

We think that contracts applied to aspects will result in a
good way to reduce the AOSD problems and increase the
confidence that developers have in aspects. Those contracts
will bind responsibilities to aspects by specifying what the
base code expects from them, thus ensuring that only aspects
that satisfy contracts will have the right to interact with the
base code.

Our aim is not to constrain the power of AOSD, but control
aspects invasiveness and fit aspects to better support evolution.
By being vigilant about the usage of AOSD, developers and
designers reduce the risk of unexpected side effects and the
harm that aspects can do.

A. Two sides contracts

In our approach, contracts are represented by a two-side
specification. One side belongs to the base code, and specify
what kind of aspects are allowed to interact with a given piece
of the base code. The other, belongs to aspects and define
which kind of advices it contains by placing them through a
classification base on their incidence over the base code.

These contracts are roughly similar to their defined by De-
sign by Contract. But instead of preconditions,postconditions
and invariants, we have just preconditions and data invariants.
While preconditions and data invariants are represented by
the base contract side; the aspects side contract serves as a
mean to determine if a given aspect can satisfy the conditions
stated in the base code contract side. Aspect side classification
can be determined automatically by performing static analysis
over the aspect code. However, we think that the manual
determination of that classification can report benefits by
specifying what the aspect behavior must be, instead of rely
on hard code deduction.

B. Aspects Classification

In order to allow contract to specify what kind of aspect are
allowed to interact with the base code, we propose an aspect
classification based on their incidence over the base code. For
this classification we first sight three major groups of aspects:
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1) Pure behavioral aspects, which only intervene the pro-
tected control flow of the base code.

2) Pure data aspects, which only manipulates protected data
structures of the base code.

3) Hybrid aspects, which not only intervene the protected
control flow of the base code, but also manipulate its
protected data structures.

Inside each one of this groups we have identified different
kind of aspect advice that vary on harm level according on the
actions they perform. For example, an aspect which modifies
protected data structures and override protected methods will
be harmful than an aspect that just read values from protected
data structures.

This classification will allow us to specify in the contract,
which kind of aspects is desired to advise the base code, or to
protect the base code against aspects that can do unintentional
harm.

C. Contracts violation and evolution

If a contract is violated, it may mean that aspects are not
well suited to advise the base code, or base code is not well
suited to be advised by aspects. Consequence of this, base
code may needs to be refactored in order to be well suited to
aspects or aspects might need to be reformulated in order to
be well suited to advised the base code.

In the case of evolution, contracts will inform when aspects
capture a wrong join point or do not hold the behavior
expected by the base code, because it will violates base
code specifications. Hence, when the source code evolves
independently from aspect, we have a mechanism to know
if aspects will perform harmful.

D. No more obliviousness

The obliviousness property of AOSD requires aspects to
be transparent for the base code, thus meaning that the base
program must be ignorant about the aspects that advice it.
The placement of contract between the aspect and the base
code breaks the obliviousness property of aspects and make
the base code aware about the existence of aspects that can
be weaved with it. We think that the obliviousness property
is just desirable, and as exposed by Rashid and Moreira
in [22], abstraction, modularity and composability are more
fundamental properties.

E. Close approaches

Some of the previously presented approaches are close to
our proposition. The regression test proposed in [9] have
similarities because it tries to state when an aspect can be
harmful by making use of structural properties of the aspect
and the base code. Our aspect classification is similar to
the classification proposed in [23], but instead of focus our
attention on the interaction aspect-base code, we focus our
classification on the behavioral incidence of aspects over
the base code. Pure Aspects [33] only assures that aspects
presenting purity will perform harmless. Contracts not only

assure that aspects with “purity” will perform harmless but
also inform about the harm that non pure aspects can do.

The classification of Assistants and Spectators [2] is quite
similar to our flow classification of aspects, but we try to
address a more fine granularity level and the case when aspects
affect data. While this approach breaks the obliviousness
property in a such way that the base code is aware about
specific aspect advising it, then adding coupling between the
base code and the aspects, we make the base code aware about
a special kind of aspects (defined in our classification) that can
potentially advise it.

Aspect Integration contracts [15] are very closer to our idea.
But, instead of make contract assertions on specific aspects
(referencing them by their names), we make assertions on our
proposed classification in order to give more generality and
simplicity to our contracts.

While the approach proposed by Open Modules [1] and
Harmless advice [3] constraint the power of AOSD in order
to achieve less invasiveness, we do not constrain the power
of AOSD, instead we try to save its benefits by controlling
it and telling when it can be harmful. Interfaces approaches
like XPI [27], [6] and Aspect-aware interfaces [11], propose
to control the evolution by making aspects and the base
code dependent on a single interface. This abandoning the
obliviousness property by making the base code aware about
aspects. Instead, we abandon the obliviousness property, by
establishing a mechanism that do not synchronize the aspect
- base code evolution, but informing when aspects will break
the base code specifications.

Current contract for aspects approaches [25], [17], [13] are
focused on the establishment of pre and post conditions in the
Design by Contract fashion, then trying to specify what the
weaved application must be. Instead we believe that it is more
adequate to adopt contracts that make assertions on what how
aspects can influence the base code, then specifying what the
base code expect from aspects. The aspect usage constraint
approach [31] is similar to our notion, but instead of constrain
single aspects according to given conditions, our aim is to
specify what well classified aspects are allowed to interact
with.

We think that the guidelines proposed by Wampler in [32],
can be used with our approach of contracts in order to reduce
the coupling of aspect with the base code and encouraging
the use of specifications. Approaches like [20], [3], [31] that
propose new crosscutting languages or guidelines like [18],
[29], [12] are completely compatible with our approach be-
cause they try to change, augment or advise the way in which
join point are selected, while we try to specify what aspect
advise can do with the advised join points.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The aim of this paper was to show the current problems that
without a solution presents a major threat against a mainstream
adoption of AOSD. By exposing the current approaches to
solve them, we were able to reason about their strengths
and limitations, then proposing a novel approach based on
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Design by contract principles. This approach will increase the
confidence in aspects, allows to be vigilant about their usage
by controlling their incidence over the base code and give
earlier information when facing evolution.

Our current work is focused on validate this approach by
the development of a prototype to suit the AspectJ compiler
with our notions of contracts.
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Abstract

Aspect orientation is important not only at the
programming-level but also at the modeling-level. AspectM
is one of the aspect-oriented modeling languages for man-
aging modeling-level aspects. AspectM provides not only
major join point mechanisms but also a mechanism called
metamodel access protocol (MMAP) that allows a modeler
to modify the metamodel. Although the mechanism enables
a modeler to extend the AspectM language features, it is
not necessarily easy to confirm the correctness of the model
weaving. That is, it is difficult to check the model consis-
tency and the aspect interference due to the metamodel ex-
tension. To deal with this problem, this paper proposes a
verification mechanism for the model weaving.

1 Introduction

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [7] can separate
crosscutting concerns from primary concerns. In major
AOP languages such as AspectJ [1], crosscutting concerns
such as logging and error handling are modularized as as-
pects. AOP is based on join point mechanisms (JPM) con-
sisting of join points, a means of identifying join points
(pointcut), and a means of semantic effect at join points (ad-
vice). In AspectJ, program points such as method execution
are detected as join points, and a pointcut extracts a set of
join points related to a specific crosscutting concern from all
join points. A weaver inserts advice code at the join points
selected by the pointcut.

Aspect orientation has been proposed for coping with
concerns not only at the programming stage but also at the
early stages of the development phases such as requirements
analysis and architecture design [2].

We previously proposed a UML-based extensible aspect-
oriented modeling (AOM) language called AspectM [11].
AspectM provides not only major JPMs but also a mecha-
nism called metamodel access protocol (MMAP) [12] that
allows a modeler to modify the metamodel, an extension of

the UML metamodel. The mechanism enables a modeler to
define a domain-specific JPM.

Although the AspectM language features can be ex-
tended, it is not necessarily easy to confirm the correctness
of the model weaving. The verification such as the model
consistency and the aspect interference is difficult because
a weaver must be verified whenever AspectM is extended.
If a verification mechanism is not provided, it is difficult
to confirm whether the extended parts do not interfere with
other existing parts. If the extension includes defects, mod-
els are not woven properly. It is not easy for a modeler to
know whether either the original model or the extension are
incorrect.

To deal with this problem, this paper proposes a verifi-
cation mechanism for the weaving in extensible AOM lan-
guages. It is important to clarify what kind of weaving
should be verified. In this paper, we focus on the follow-
ings: 1) UML and aspect models should conform to the
metamodel; and 2) the result of weaving should reflect the
intention of a modeler. The first verifies whether the meta-
model extension does not interfere with the existing models.
The second verifies the functionality of the model weaving.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 explains AspectM and MMAP. Section 3 points out
the problems from the viewpoint of the verification. Sec-
tion 4 shows a mechanism for verifying the correctness of
the model weaving. Section 5 is a discussion. Concluding
remarks are provided in Section 6.

2 AspectM and MMAP

This section briefly excerpts the overview of AspectM
and MMAP from our previous work [11, 12, 13].

2.1 Basic concept

Although JPMs have been proposed as a mechanism
at the programming-level, they can be applied to the
modeling-level. Figure 1 shows an example of the
modeling-level aspects. In Figure 1, a class is regarded as a
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Table 1. JPM in AspectM
JPM Join point Advice
PA operation before, after, around
CM class merge-by-name
NE class diagram add/delete-class
OC class add/delete-operation

add/delete-attribute
RN class, attribute, operation rename
RL class add/delete-aggregation

add/delete-relationship
IH class add/delete-inheritance

join point(class)

join point(class)

join point(class)

classA||classB
(extract join point
 whose name is
 classA or classB)

pointcutclassA

attributes

operations

classB

attributes

operations

classC

attributes

operations

classA

attributes

operations

new attributes

new operations

classB

attributes

operations

new attributes

new operations

advice

add new attributes
add new operations

weave

Figure 1. Modeling-level aspect orientation

join point. The pointcut definition ’classA || classB’
extracts the two classes classA and classB from the
three join points class A, classB, and classC. Add
new attributes and add new operations are regarded as ad-
vice. In Figure 1, new attributes and operations are added
to the two classes classA and classB. The effect of the
advice crosscuts these two classes.

AspectM provides seven kinds of modeling-level JPMs:
PA (pointcut & advice as in AspectJ), CM (class compo-
sition), NE (new element), OC (open class as in AspectJ
inter-type declaration), RN (rename), RL (relation), and IH
(inheritance). Figure 1 is an example of OC. Table 1 shows
the outline of these JPMs. Although current AspectM only
supports class diagrams, the concept can be applied to other
diagrams such as statecharts.

2.2 AspectM language features

Figure 2 shows an aspect diagram that corresponds to
Figure 1. The notation is similar to that of the UML class
diagram. An aspect diagram is separated into three com-
partments: aspect name and JPM type, pointcut definitions,
and advice definitions. An aspect name and a JPM type are
described in the first compartment. Pointcut definitions are
described in the second compartment. Each of them con-
sists of a pointcut name, a join point type, and a pointcut
body. In pointcut definitions, we can use designators in-
cluding cname (class name matching), aname (attribute

   [OC]
newAttributeX

classAandB:class
  {pointcut-body :=
    cname("classA")||cname("classB")}

addX[classAandB]:add-attribute
  {advice-body := "attributeX"}

A

Figure 2. AspectM notation

name matching), and oname operation name matching).
Moreover, a modeler can define domain-specific pointcut
designators using MMAP as explained in 2.3. We can also
use three logical operators: && (and), || (or), and ! (not).
Advice definitions are described in the third compartment.
Each of them consists of an advice name, a pointcut name,
an advice type, and an advice body. A pointcut name is a
pointer to a pointcut definition in the second compartment.
The advice is applied at join points selected by a pointcut.

A modeler can add constraints consisting of precondi-
tions, postconditions, and invariants. Pre-/postconditions
and invariants can be specified to an operation and a class,
respectively. The constraints specified by OCL (Object
Constraint Language) can be also captured by defining
pointcut designators using MMAP.

2.3 MMAP

There are two approaches for extending model elements
in UML: a lightweight approach using UML profiles and a
heavyweight approach that extends the UML metamodel by
using MOF (Meta Object Facility). While it is easy to adopt
UML profiles, there are applications that need metamodel
extension because profiles are insufficient: the typing of
tags is weak; and new associations among UML metamodel
elements cannot be declared [3]. On the other hand, the
MOF approach is very strong because all of the metamodel
elements can be extended. MMAP aims at a middleweight
approach that restricts available extension by MOF.

Figure 3 shows a part of the AspectM metamodel defined
as an extension of the UML metamodel. The Aspect class
inherits the Classifier class. Pointcuts and advice are
represented by the Pointcut class and the Advice class,
respectively. Concrete advice bodies corresponding to the
seven JPMs are defined as subclasses of the AdviceBody
class. The PointcutBody class is common to all JPMs
because pointcuts can be specified uniformly.

MMAP, a set of protocols exposed for a modeler to ac-
cess the AspectM metamodel, is comprised of extension
points, extension operations, and primitive predicates for
navigating the AspectM metamodel. An extension point
is an AspectM metamodel element that can be extended
by inheritance. The extension points includes Class,
Attribute, Operation, and a set of JPM metaclasses.
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Feature Classifier

Class

Aspect

ComponentAspectOrdinaryAspectAspectFeature

Advice AdviceBody Pointcut

StructualFeature BehavioralFeature

Attribute Operation

PointcutAndAdvice NewElement

OpenClass

Rename

RelationComposition

ModelElement

NamespaceGeneralizableElement

extension point

PointcutBody

Inheritance

Figure 3. AspectM metamodel

Table 2. Primitive predicates
Predicate Explanation
meta-class-of(mc, c) mc is a metaclass of c
member-of(m, c) m is a member of a class c
value-of(v, a) v is value of an attribute a
super-class-of(c1, c2) c1 is a superclass of c2
related-to(c1, c2) c1 is related to c2

In Figure 3, a class with a thick line is an extension point.
An extension operation is a modeling activity allowed at
the exposed extension points. There are three operations in-
cluding define subclasses, add attributes to subclasses, and
create associations among subclasses. Table 2 is a list of
primitive predicates for defining pointcut designators. The
following is a definition of cname.

define pointcut cname(c):
mata-class-of("Class", c) &&
member-of("Name", "Class") &&
value-of(c, "Name")

Using MMAP, a modeler need not redefine the AspectM
metamodel. The modeler has only to extend these hot-spots.
The constraints to a metaclass can be specified by OCL.

The idea of MMAP originates in metaobject protocol
(MOP) [6] and computational reflection [9] in which inter-
actions between the base-level (the level to execute appli-
cations) and the meta-level (the level to control meta infor-
mation) are described in the same program. There are two
kinds of reflection: behavioral reflection and structural re-
flection. MMAP corresponds to the latter. That is, MMAP
focuses on the reflection whose target is a model structure.

2.4 Support tool

We have developed a prototype consisting of the reflec-
tive model editor and the model weaver. As shown in Fig-
ure 4, the model editor is composed of the base editor for
editing UML/aspect diagrams and the metamodel editor for
modifying the AspectM metamodel (in this paper, we call
the former base model and the latter metamodel). Modi-
fying the metamodel as shown in Figure 4, a modeler can
use the model elements that represent distributed comput-
ing and transactions—for example, DCEntityContract and
DCControllerContract. Both of base and meta models are
stored in XML formats. The model weaver, which com-
pounds a set of base models, is implemented using DOM
(Document Object Model) and Prolog. The weaver trans-
forms the base and meta models to a set of Prolog facts,
converts a pointcut into a Prolog query, and checks whether
the query satisfies the facts.

3 Problems in extensible AOM languages

Although the extension mechanism in AspectM is effec-
tive for constructing domain-specific modeling languages, it
is difficult to verify whether a base model is correctly struc-
tured and the weaving reflects the intention of a modeler.
These problems are not considered specific to AspectM but
common to extensible AOM languages.

3.1 Structural correctness

There are three kinds of problems on the structural cor-
rectness. First, a base model might not conform to the mod-
ified metamodel even if the base model conforms to the pre-
vious metamodel. For example, a base model that includes a
class instantiated by a metaclass introduced by a metamodel
(version 1) does not conform to a new metamodel (version
2) if the metaclass is deleted in the version 2. Second, a
woven model might not conform to the metamodel even
if each base model before weaving conforms to the meta-
model. Since a new kind of model transformation can be
introduced by adding user-defined aspects, a model trans-
formed by these aspects might not conform to the meta-
model if the aspect descriptions are not adequate. Third,
the interference among aspects is an important problem al-
though it is not inherent to extensible modeling languages.
A woven model might include unexpected bugs due to the
aspect inference such as name confliction, multiple inheri-
tance, and cyclic inheritance.

3.2 Intention of a modeler

Although the mechanism of user definable pointcut des-
ignators is effective, it is not easy for a modeler to check
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Figure 4. AspectM reflective model editor

whether an introduced pointcut designator captures join
points correctly. Captured join points might not be the
points intended by the modeler. Since a pointcut designa-
tor is defined using primitive predicates based on first order
logic, the intention of the modeler can be specified as a set
of assertions based on first order logic.

The precedence of aspect application is also an impor-
tant problem. Although the precedence can be specified in
AspectM, the intended results might not be obtained when
a modeler makes a mistake in specifying the precedence.

The mixture of illegal pointcut designators and illegal
aspect precedence might cause an unexpected weaving.

4 Verification mechanisms

The current AspectM weaver can verify the structural
correctness and the intention of a modeler.

The verifier consists of the metamodel checker for ver-
ifying whether a base model conforms to the metamodel,
the model structure checker for detecting the aspect inter-
ference, and the assertion checker.

4.1 Metamodel checker

The metamodel checker is based on XML Schema be-
cause base and meta models are stored as XML documents.
Using XML Schema, we can check whether a base model
conforms to the metamodel.

The verification procedure is as follows: 1) generates
the default schema definition from the original metamodel
that is not yet extended; 2) checks whether the meta-
model is extended; 3) redefines the schema definition if
extended; and 4) checks whether a base model conforms
to the extended metamodel. Figure 5 is an example of the
schema definition of an extended metamodel. In this case,
TransactionOperation is defined as a new kind of
operation.

4.2 Model structure checker

The model structure checker is implemented using
DOM. The checker parses a model as an XML document,
and detects the name conflicts (classes, attributes and oper-
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Figure 5. Schema for an extended metamodel

Table 3. Predicates for assertion definitions
Predicate Explanation
super class of(c1,c2) c1 is a superclass of c2
attribute of(a,c) a is an attribute of c
operation of(o,c) o is an operation of c
advice of(a,o) a is woven into o
class exist(c) c exists in a model
related to(c1,c2) c1 is related to c2
aggregate(c1,c2) c1 aggregates c2
composed of(c1,c2) c1 is composed of c2

ations that have the same names), multiple inheritance, and
cyclic inheritance.

4.3 Assertion checker

In the assertion checker, an assertion is specified using
the primitive predicates as shown in Table 3.

The verification procedure is as follows: 1) translates
base and meta models into Prolog facts; 2) generates Pro-
log queries from assertions; and 3) checks the satisfiability
of the Prolog queries. Since an AspectM model is stored
as an XML document, the step 1 can be implemented as
a translator from XML to Prolog. The following is an ex-
ample of an XML model and generated Prolog facts. This
model represents an operation TransOp whose type is
TransactionOperation.

;; A model represented in XML
<ownedElement name="TransOp"

xsi:type="asm:TransactionOperation" />

;; Generated Prolog facts
modelElement(
[property(’tagName’, ’ownedElement’),
property(’name’, ’TransOp’),
property(’xsi:type’,

’asm:TransactionOperation’)])

When a modeler wants to check the effect of an OC (open
class) aspect that adds the TransOp operation to the C
class, he or she has to specify the following assertion. If
this assertion is true, the join point capturing and the advice
weaving satisfy the intention of the modeler.

Table 4. Part of the generated assertions
JPM Advice type Assertion
PA before, after, around advice of(a,o)
CM merge-by-name class exist(ab),

not(class exist(a)),
not(class exist(b))

NE add-class class exist(c)
delete-class not(class exist(c))

OC add-attribute attribute of(a,c)
delete-attribute not(attribute of(a,c))
add-operation operation of(o,c)
delete-operation not(operation of(o,c))

operation_of(’TransOp’,’C’)

In the AspectM verifier, the default assertions that should
be satisfied after weaving can be automatically generated
from aspect definitions because the assertions are given as
the patterns as shown in Table 4. A modeler can check
whether a weaver handles aspects correctly even if he or she
does not give any assertions. The above assertion can be au-
tomatically generated. The generated assertion is useful for
unit testing of an aspect because the effect of the aspect ap-
plication might be different from the intention of a modeler.
That is, the aspect might not be properly dealt with due to
aspect interference. When the result of a weaving does not
satisfy the intention of a modeler, the modeler can examine
which aspect is inadequate using generated assertions.

Although the default assertion generator is effective, all
of the assertions that represent the intention of a modeler
cannot be generated. The intention concerning the seman-
tics of a model must be specified by a modeler.

5 Discussion

The verification of a weaving is one of the important re-
search topics in AOP. For example, W.Havinga, et al. pro-
posed a graph-based approach to modeling and detecting
composition conflicts related to introductions [4]. They pro-
vided a prototype tool that detects and visualizes the occur-
rence of conflicts in AspectJ programs. S.Shinotsuka, et al.
proposed the concept of WbC (Weaving by Contract) [10],
a technique to verify weaving based on contracts. Con-
tracts in WbC consist of pre-conditions, post-conditions,
and invariants. A pre-condition states under which condi-
tions weaving can be applied. A post-condition states what
condition is verified after weaving has been accomplished,
and an invariant states what conditions weaving preserves.
Introducing WbC, we can specify how a program should
behave before and after weaving.

Although the verification mechanisms targeted to AOP
have been explored, the modeling-level verification are not
yet discussed enough. This paper clarified how the meta-
model extension affects the verification of the weaving.
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For rigorous model descriptions, it is effective to con-
strain a model using preconditions, postconditions, and in-
variants. In AspectM, constraints can be specified not only
in a base model but also in a metamodel. However, a weav-
ing might break the constraints specified in a model before
weaving. We have to examine what kind of weaving should
be allowed. In some situations, it is effective to enforce
the following principle: operations after weaving must be
substitutable to operations before weaving. This principle
is similar to the notion of behavioral subtyping [8]. The
behavioral subtyping ensures that subtype objects preserve
behavioral properties of their supertypes. The subtype rela-
tion is based on the specifications of the sub- and super-
types. The behavioral subtyping, which allows subtypes
to have more methods than their supertypes, adds explicit
predicates to type specifications. The subtype relation is
valid if the predicates are satisfied. In our principle, we
define the subtype relation between operations before and
after weaving. The former is regarded as supertypes, and
the latter is regarded as subtypes because a kind of weaving
can be considered as the refinement. The subtype relation
must satisfy constraints. Although our principle might not
be adequate in ordinary AOP because all kinds of weaving
cannot be considered as the refinement, it is reasonable for
AspectM in which aspects are typically static structures and
are not much concerned with behavior as in AOP. For exam-
ple, the application of AspectM to realizing model-driven
architecture (MDA) in which platform-independent models
(PIM) are transformed to platform-specific models (PSM)
can be considered as the refinement. Although the platform
descriptions crosscut over a set of model elements in PIMs,
the constraints must be preserved even if the platform con-
cerns are added to the PIMs.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a verification method for extensible AOM
languages. Although this paper focused on only the verifi-
cation of a base model, it is also important to verify the cor-
rectness of the metamodel. If the metamodel is not defined
correctly, the base model cannot be configured correctly. In
order to check the consistency among meta classes, we plan
to apply the Alloy Analyzer [5], a tool for Alloy—a simple
structural modeling language based on first-order logic.
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